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MZepercummic)
from Holocaust acV
Hate vs. free speech
Erin Mayes
DAILY STAFF

WRTIER

When the Spartan Daily ran
an advertisement on Feb. 7 that
questioned eyewitness accounts
of Holocaust survivors, many
readers were outraged.
advertising
The
Daily’s
department ran a disclaimer
next to the ad, explaining their
decision to run it.
The staff said, "We did not feel
this copy was false or misleading
but rather an individual
expressing an opinion." and
"Please understand that this ad
does not in any way represent
the opinion of the Spartan Daily
advertising staff or its ail%
The advertising staff also
cited the First Amendment. saying the man who ran the ad,
Bradley Smith, had the right to
free speech.
tk.1,1111d1,111
Spill hill 1)4111,’
An editorial was run on the
out the exisThe Holocaust memorial is located at same day, pointing and
running
tence of the ad
the Jewish Federation of Greater San und,r the headlin, -Fre, speech
Jose in Los Gatos.
pat t -it s even ugh v.

This only seemed to incense
readers more.
One letter to the editor questioned why the Daily even bothered to run the disclaimer and
editorial, because their right to
run it is protected by the First
Amendment.
The letter said there was no
need for the Daily to defend
itself and added the editorial
called more attention to the ad
than there would have been if
left to run without commentary.
. "It’s always helpful to either
have a column or explanation to
help readers understand that
the newspaper serves :is a forum
for all sorts of ideas." said Paul
McMasters of the Freedom
Forum, a nonpartisan organization dedicated to tree press and
free speech. "It’s best for a student newspaper to have its
pages as open as possible:.
McMasters said it would be
possible to run the ad by itself;

See Vs., page 7

Ad causes mixed reaction, slew of letters
Monica L. Ewing
LIFF WRITER

Student reactions have been
mixed in response to a Committee
for Open Debate on the Holocaust
advertisement that the Spartan
Daily ran on Feb. 7, sparking controversy and a slew of letters to the
editor in the ad’s wake.
Some students were quick to
condemn the Daily for appearing to
side with CODOH by running the
ad, while others have agreed with
the Daily’s position in upholding
freedom of speech, even when views
contrary to their own beliefs are
expressed.

"Millions of people were killed and
families were destroyed and those people
are being mocked by Bradley Smith."
Jennifer Goldberg
SJSU student
Jennifer Goldberg, a Jewish ,t
dent at San Jose State Univer,a
is one of the students who does riot
agree with the Daily’s decision to
run the Holocaust denier’s ad.
"Millions of people were killed
and families were destroyed and

those people are being mocked by
Bradley Smith," Goldberg said.
Smith, the director of CODOH,
placed the advertisement.
Next to the ad, the advert ’sow
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Living by the First Amendment
I ’ii a: 7 f-irs
When
old, I wit nes- eil a
man hold
hack
tears. anger and frustration
because hi. was seen as a terrorist
for
being
a
Palestinian.
It took a lot of strength for
him to speak publicly about
peace :dim. Palost mian terrorist :ittiick and to Apress
his First mendment rights
that day.
..Nis he weathered the

I ran up to him in the midst
of the media storm, and he
looked at me in a certain way.
He knew I would feel the
effects of his fight, too, and he
did the only thing he could
without breaking down in
front of the reporters.
He put his arm around me,
turned his back on the
reporters and walked down
the stairs that would take
him out of the building, to
his car and to his house that
DON T SING IT ... BRING IT
would make him a simple
1,1’1,111t light’ 1,1 titWS
caniman that provides for his
atli’r hi, .,1,evell,
family.
had thoughts of the tight
And that is what it comes down to.
tinhorn :-aster would have beink a
The First Amendment is not a politically
P.ile-tolian in this country. and he thought
alum( my tight because I was associated with correct document.
It protects racists, idiots and ignorance
Ii mi.
He must have foreseen the death threats practitioners to spread anger, hate and fear.
It protects my stepfather I want to call
that were ahead of him.
His use of freedom of speech wasn’t a one- him Dad, but I don’t want to cause confusion
who
brings dignity, justice and credibility to
shot deal.
Ile would later speak publicly about how all his race every day.
It proti4:ts a small, humble man who spoke
Arabs were not war-mongering sadists as they
in front of my political science class and
were portruyed in the Gulf War.
As the heat from the camera lights were denied having courageous qualities in survivbecoming unbearable. he must have foreseen ing the death camp at Auschwitz and credited
that his right to speak would bring a phone his existence during that period of his life to
H ii midnight with the caller threatening luck.
h.,t hi- future daughter would be dead in the
WCA,
See Speech, page 7

Sexual battery charge added to Leslie Norman’s case
Clarissa Aljentera

THE 1.1S1 IE NORMAN CASE

DAILY STAFF EDITOR

A misdemeanor charge of sexual battery has
been added to the case of a former San Jose State
University student.
The charge was filed on Tuesday against
Leslie Norman, a former Spartan men’s basketball recruit. Norman, whose next court date on
rape charges March 20 in Superior Court, is

already facing charges of rape of an unconscious
victim, rape of an intoxicated victim and false
imprisonment stemming from an alleged Sept. 12
incident in his residence hall room.
Norman recently finished a four-day preliminary hearing on those original charges. After the
preliminary hearing and further investigation.

African Arts
alive in Union

tiw Santa Clara County district attorney’s office
added the misdemeanor sexual battery charge.
Deputy district attorney day Boyarsky contended that several days befbre the alleged rape,
Norman allegedly approached a female in his residence hall, grabbed her, pulled her to his groin,
held her arms down and made lewd comments to
her.
See NOrMan, page 6

Dancing daily routines

Nadeen Sarkis
DAILY STAFF WRITER

Sweet incense and colorful African images filled the
atmosphere Wednesday in the Student Union.
In honor of African American Awareness Month at San
Jose State University, African arts, crafts, jewelry and
attire were laid out for sale to students.
Unique artifacts such as statues, tapestries and hand
carved kitchen utensils from East and West Africa were on
display at Aicha Kone’s stand.
Kone, who graduated in business administration and
marketing from SJSU, said she goes to Africa once a year
to pick out her goods and bring them back to sell on campus.
Most of Kone’s goods are reasonably priced, starting
from 50 cents and up.
"I try to put out stuff students can afford," said Kane,
who had items ranging from hair pieces to African musical
instruments.
Born in Guinea, Kone said if she overpriced her items,
students would not be able to buy much.
She said she fidt her affordable prices would allow students to support the African marketplace and its return
next year.
The marketplace included about six stands, which displayed the various African items.

See

African,

page 12

Itho,tration by Christine Toni

texey Swirl! / Spartan Daily

Rick Heiman, left, Trisha Piers and Donna Von-Jon Tournell, right, perform a dance during a free
presentation Wednesday in SPX 219, where students from an intermediate choreography
II class showed works in progress. They are based on a daily activity of the student’s choice.

UPD has nine
vacancies to fill
Andi Anderson
DAILY STAPW WRI rER

There were only two
"It’s a great place
officers from the
University Police
to work, it’s just
Department on duty
the money."
Friday.
On that day, a shooting, a battery case, alcohol poisoning and noise
disturbance complaints
filtered through the scantier, calling all off-duty
officers to respond to the
Phil Kearney
Alpha Tau Omega party,
detective, UPD
the source of most of the
disturbances.
The UPD is currently
functioning without a full
force.
Of the 31 funded positions, there are 23 filled. Detective Phil
Kearney will be leaving the department on Friday, and his
departure will give the UPD a total of nine vacancies.
"It’s a great place to work, it’s just the money,"Kearney said.
Recently, the department has lost three sergeants, according
to Bruce Lowe, the UPD administrative division commander.
"That’s going to start creating more incidents," said Sgt.
John Laws, president of the Police Officers Association at San
Jose State University.
Laws said he has to put in at least 40 hours of overtime a
month just to live comfortably and pay his bills.
Lowe said it may take between 10 to 12 months to fill a
vacant position.
The recruitment process takes at least two months, after
which the cadets are sent to the police academy at Evergreen
Community College, where they spend the next four months.
Once the officers are finished with the academy, they must
go through three months of field training. Afterward, they can
then be assigned to the UPD.
Part of the problem with-attracting people to fill vacancies

See
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EDITORIAL

Holocaust ad
condemned,
freedom lauded
the past two weeks, the Spartan Daily has been
Ininundated with letters concerning a "Holocaust
denial" ad submitted by Bradley Smith and the
accompanying editorial run by the editorial staff of
the Daily.
An overwhelming majority of the responses have
criticized the paper for giving Smith a platform for his
hateful message under the guise of the First
Amendment and his right to free speech. We have also
been criticized for the non-committal stance the editorial board took in its editorial concerning the ad.
In our editorial, we said, "We at the Spartan Daily
neither defend nor challenge Smith’s claims and accusations."
We should have been more clear.
We do condemn Smith for his hate-filled rhetoric.
We do feel Smith’s claims and accusations are misleading. We do abhor his message.
The intent of our Feb. 7 editorial, which missed its
mark, was not to say we support Smith’s message. We
don’t. Rather, it was to let the San Jose State
University community know that we were aware of
the ad, and to let our readers know we stood behind
the decision of our advertising staff to run the ad.
Yes, we, as a newspaper, did have the right to reject
the ad. Yes, most major newspapers probably would
not have run the ad.
We, however, feel that we are one of the last true
forms of free speech left. And for that, we stand by the
decision to run the ad.
As hateful as Smith’s message is, we will defend
his right to say it to the very end.
We don’t agree with his stance, but we believe he
has as much right to question the Holocaust and the
integrity of claims about the Holocaust as the Anti Defamation League and Hillel have to say there is no
debate concerning the Holocaust.
As long as someone is not creating a clear and present danger, libeling someone or yelling "fire" in a
crowd at the theater, we will always stand behind
their right to voice an opinion even one we might
despise.
We realize many in the Jewish community were
deeply hurt and affected by the ad and our editorial.
It was not our intent to hurt Holocaust survivors and
their families. It was not our intent to make Jewish
students feel uncomfortable on campus.
For the hurt we may have caused to the Jewish
community by running this ad, we are sorry. Some
mistakes were made in our handling of the whole situation, and we have learned from them.
If given the chance to do this all over or if presented with another opportunity to run the ad we
would handle our editorial response differently.
We would not, however, balk at running the ad
because as much as Smith’s message disgusts us, we
are more disgusted by censorship.

Taking chances better than living with regret
Regret sits heavy on the soul. He
tugs and pushes at what could
be an otherwise satisfied person.
Regret demands an explanation of
why we have failed to make use of our
choices. Why, in our limited time in life,
we choose to do certain things and not
others.
These choices and the regret that
comes with them are things we have
to live with forever.
I have felt regret’s force before we
all have, some just greater than others.
But now I know what regret looks
like. Although it is not something I can
literally see, in a surreal way, regret
and I have looked each other in the eye.
Unfortunately, it was regret who
had the smile on his face and I only
showed the pain of having to bear his
weight on me.
He had beaten me, and he knew it.
I can’t say I was in love that’s too
strong a word but someone had a
hold of my heart, whether she knew it
or not.
Falling for her was a quick thing. I
usually try to avoid setting myself up
for a situation in which I could be hurt
so easily.
But, my head wasn’t doing the talking my heart was.
I had an infectious disease.

Till WIZARD OF OZ

One day a little bit of her made its
way into my heart.
Soon it spread, and before I knew it,
I was infested with thoughts of her.
So,! found myself in a daily game of
cat and mouse.
I would chase everyday, and everyday I would come close enough to get
my paws on the her, but I never caught
her.
It didn’t bother me because I
enjoyed the chase.
Just to be near her sent a rush
through my body. Just making eye contact with her made the day a success,

and just to see her flash a smile my
way would make my heart melt.
She occupied my thoughts constantly. Thinking of ways to see the gleam in
her eye and the beauty of her smile
became an involuntary function of my
mind.
It was the same as my heartbeat
it just happened.
Everything she was inhibited my
mind and overtook my thoughts.
Day after day this went on.
I would get close, but never have the
guts to tell her how I felt.
In my head, I could piece together
what I wanted to say.
I wanted to tell her how she had
absolutely enchanted and enthralled
me.
But when I would open my mouth
nothing.
She was right there, but what did I
do? Duck my head and retreat.
It got to the point where I needed to
do something. Everyone told me so.
A very good friend told me something that would prove to echo in my
mind until now.
He told me this was a "once-in-a-lifetime-opportunity," and if! passed it up,
someone else would surely pounce on
it.
His words proved true, but more

"EVERY SO OFTEN I HAVE TO REMEMBER
I PON’T HAVE WIN6S"
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Online charities make fund raising easy
Sometimes we, as college students, tend to get caught up
in our own little world.
We juggle a full load of classes,
jobs, campus clubs and family
duties. We worry about how much
debt we are accumulating to pay
for school.
We do internships and struggle to keep our grades up. We pull
all-nighters studying for midterms and finals, and somehow,
we find the time for friends and
relationships.
It’s hard in all that jumble to
find the time and money to be
conscientious citizens by giving
service to our community, but
nothing can be more rewarding.
Last year I spent a few week-.
ends doing volunteer work with
Silicon Valley Habitat for
Humanity and had a great time,
but I was discouraged when I
often found myself too busy to
volunteer.
Then I found a way to support
Habitat for Humanity that didn’t
demand a lot of time or money.
There are several Web sites
that enable anyone to support
their favorite cause just by making purchases online through a

virtual mall
Web sites such as
mycause.com,
shop2give.com,
publicspirit.com,
greatergood.com, iGive.com and
charitymall.com.
Each time you buy something
from one of the stores in these
virtual malls, a portion of the proceeds goes to whatever non-profit
organization you specify.
The Web site I chose to sign up
with is iGive.com. Not only does
iGive donate a percentage of
every purchase to your chosen
charity, you also earn a few cents
a day just for clicking on their
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Web page and browsing the iGive
virtual mall.
These charity malls have
numerous popular merchants
who participate in their programs, such as Amazon.com,
Barnes & Noble, GAP, J.Crew,
CDNow and VarsityBooks.
Between 1.5 and 20 percent of
every purchase goes to your charity, depending on which store you
buy at. Through iGive.com, for
example, Barnes & Noble gives
four percent, Amazon.com gives
2.5 percent and bodybar.com
gives 20 percent to your cause.
You don’t pay a cent extra for
your purchase because all donations come out of the fee the charity malls receive for bringing
their merchants online business.
The recipient charities don’t pay
anything either.
Some of the Web sites also
have special promotions for newcomers. iGive.com gives your
charity $10 the first time you
shop.
I have raised $14.54 to date for
Silicon Valley Habitat for
Humanity, and I spent no extra
money and little time myself.
I simply made iGive.com my

home page on my browser and
clicked a few times every day. I
also purchased items through the
iGive mall that I normally would
purchase, such as textbooks and
CDs.
E-charity through these virtual malls has turned into a successful venture for all. Since
iGive.com’s inception in 1997,
91,000 members have generated
$615,650.00 for 6,313 causes, and
those numbers are growing every
week, according to iGive’s Web
page.
As of today, $2,227.65 has been
raised for Silicon Valley Habitat
for Humanity through iGive.com
alone.
Now, I am not saying joining
and contributing to virtual charity malls relieves us of our societal
responsibility to serve in other
ways. We all should do some sort
of volunteer work too
it’s good
for your soul and helps the less
fortunate.
Charity malls are only one
small way we can do something
good for other people. ’
Monica L. giving is a
Spartan Daily Staff Writer.
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importantly proved to ache. Sure
enough, my chance had passed.
I wasn’t the only one who was over.
whelmed by her. Someone else claimed
stake on her heart, and I was left alone
with regret.
Of course it hurt. How could it not?
But! handled it well. I was able to face
and even her.
the world
She would give me the same smile,
and I would be overtaken by the same
emotions.
Only this time I knew I could do
nothing about it. That is when I felt the
pain.
My only solace was that my wise
friend wasn’t one to say, "I told you so."
Regret wasn’t so kind.
He still looms ominously as a
reminder of what isn’t and what will
probably never have the chance to be.
He stands in front of me and flashes
his sly smile, knowing he has defeated
me, and I can do nothing about it.
Now, I vow not to let regret beat me
again.
For now, I know regret is far too
heavy of a weight for the soul to bear
Mike Osegueda is the Spartan
Daily Sports Editor. "The Wizard of
Of appears Thursdays.

Presidential winner
still unpredictable
are you going to vote
Who
for in the presidential
election of 2000? In the
past two decades, most elections
were over before they started.
Bob Dole never had a shot to
beat Clinton in 1996. Michael
Dukakis had no chance to beat out
George Bush in 1988.
Since the election is completely
up for grabs right now, things may
get interesting quickly.
The election of 2000 could be
akin to perhaps the most publicized presidential race of the 20th
century: the election of 1960
between Republican nominee
But I can’t vote for someone
Richard M. Nixon and Democrat
who uses racial slurs as everyday
John F. Kennedy.
We’ll probably have to wait terms. It’s not exactly classy or
until the California primary, the prudent to be a bigot.
most pivotal state in the election,
The Democratic front-runners
to see where the candidates stand. are Vice President Al Gore and forBut as of now, America can’t mer New Jersey Sen. Bill Bradley.
decide who to vote for because of
Gore has drawn criticism by
all the political mumbo jumbo and calling himself "The Father of the
hoopla that goes into an election.
Internet," since most people know
I can’t figure out where the can- that the Net has existed in a rudididates stand.
mentary form since the late 1960s.
I read the newspaper every day
Claiming he invented someand watch the news whenever I thing that was in the works while
can, but the media doesn’t really he was a teenager at the oldest is
inform the public on what the can- absurd and egotistical. So, I’m not
didates plan on doing for our coun- going to vote for Gore either.
try.
Bradley has been attacked for
Instead, candidates would his lack of political experience. As
rather dig up dirt on each other a former National Basketball
than tell the public where they Association player and 1970 NBA
stand on issues affecting the champion, Bradley has probably
nation such as education, abortion spent more time on the hardwood
and gun control.
than on the political soap box. For
I don’t know everything about those who have read my column
all the candidates, but I can tell before, you know that Bradley’s
you what I’ve got so far.
NBA experience will have no bearOn the Republican side, the two ings on my vote.
biggest guns are Sen. John
Bradley isn’t seasoned enough
McCain from Arizona and Texas to get my vote.
governor George W. Bush.
But for the first time in awhile,
I won’t vote for Bush. He has a a presidential election could be a
reputation as a former
real
wire job.
maybe
even current
drug user. He is
Most likely John McCain and
also slightly on the incompetent Al Gore will survive the primaries,
side. When answering questions making for a close election.
from reporters, he seems to look
But thanks to the media, I only
somewhat confused.
know all the negative characterisMcCain is a Vietnam veteran tics about the candidates. I’m not
and former prisoner of war. The sure I’ll vote at all.
dirt on him is that he used the
In the end, I’ll pick the individracial slur "gook" when referring ual with the least amount of gosto his North Vietnamese captors. sip surrounding them, which is
Well, if someone was shoving bam- much easier said than done.
boo sticks underneath my fingerLance Analla is a Spartan
nails and not feeding me, I’m sure
Daily Senior Staff Writer
all sorts of nasty things would
"Going the Distance" will NOW
come out of my mouth.
appear on Fridays.
Opinion page policies
Readers are encouraged to express themselves on the Opinion page
with a letter to the editor.
A letter to the editor is a 200-word response to
an issue or point of
view that has appeared in the Spartan Daily.
Submissions become the property of the Spartan Daily and may be
edited for clarity, grammar, libel and length. Submissions must contain the author’s name, address, phone number, signature and
major.
Submissions may be put in the Letters to the Editor box at the
Spartan Daily Office in Dwight Bentel Hall Room 209, sent by fax to
(408) 924-3237, e-mail at SDAILY@jmc.sjsu.edu or mailed to the
Spartan Daily Opinion Editor, School of Journalism and Mass
Communications, San Jose State University, One Washington Square,
San Jose, CA 95192-0149.
Editorials are written by, and are the consensus of, the
Spartan Daily editors, not the staff.
Published opinions and advertisements do not necessarily reflect the
views of the Spartan Daily, the School of Journalism and Mass
Communications or SJSU.
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Today
SJSU Associated Students
A.S. 55 nomination forms are
now available in the A.S.
Government Office, located on the
third floor of the Student Union.
Deadline to turn in nominations is
March 10. For more information,
call Maria Murphy at 924-6240.
SJSU A.S.
A.S. scholarship applications are
now available in the A.S.
Government Office, located on the
third floor of the Student Union or
in the Financial Aid office. Deadline
is March 15. For more information.
call Maria Murphy at 924-6240.
A.S. Election Board
Candidate applications are currently available in the A.S.
Government Office. For more information, call Claire Hargreaves at
924-5955.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Daily Mass from 12:10 p.m. to
12:35 p.m. Monday through Friday
at the Campus Ministry Chapel,
300 S. 10th St. For more information, call Father Barry at 938-1610.
Office of Academic Senate
Nominations for the Academic
Senate general elections due Feb.
25 at 4 p.m. in the department
office or office of Academic Senate.
For more information, call Julie
Steinhorst at 924-2440.
SJSU Alumni Association
SJSU Alumni Association Dean’s
Scholarships available to under
graduate and graduate students.
Application and requirement information available from any dean’s
office. Deadline to apply is March 1.
For more information, call Ivy Cow
at 924-6524.

Career Center
ORC/Co-op Workshop from
2:30 p.m. to 3.15 p.m. in Building F.
For more information, call 9246031.

School of Art and Design
Student galleries and art exhibitions from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the
Art and Industrial Studies buildings or more information, call
John or Jenny at 924-4330.
Library Donations and Book
Sale
Ongoing book sale from 10 a.m.
to 4 p.m. in the Clark Library, Room
408. For more information, call the
acquisitions department at 9242705.
SJSU Rugby Club
All interested students are invited to practice from 3:30 p.m. to 5
p.m. at South Campus. For more
information, call Terra Perret at
924-7943.
SJSU Counseling Services and
the SAW Student Health Center
. Eating disorder support group
from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m. in the
Administration building, Room 222
every Thursday during the semester. Newcomers are welcome. For
more information, call Nancy Black
at 924-6118.
A.S. Campus Recreation
Map and Compass class at 6 p.m.
in the Student Union, Guadalupe
room. Cost for students is $5. For
more information, call Matt
McNamara at 924-6217.
Hillel Silicon Valley
Israel night at 7 p.m. at the
Hillel House. For more information,
call Arlene Miller at 286-6669.
Career Center
Employer presentation at
12:30 p.m. in the Student Union,
Almaden room. For more information, call the Career Resource
Center at 924-6031.

Muslim Student Association
Welcome back lunch from noon
to 2 p.m. in the Student Union
Amphitheater. For more information, call Emal Numan at 971-8347.
The Listening Hour Concert
Series
Trumpet students of James
Dooley: solo, duet, trio and quartet
performances from various periods
and styles. For more information,
call Joan Stubbe at 924-4631.
SJSU Film Club
Film presentation of Romah
Polanski’s "Repulsion" at 9 p.m. in
Sweeney Hall, Room 100. For more
information, contact
anemia_sjsutithotmail.com
Hispanic Business Association
Speaker from Marketing
Maniacs at 6 p.m. in the Student
Union, Pacheco room. For more
information, call Alicia Sias at 2747171.
Campus Crusade for Christ
All are welcome to Night Life
from 8 p.m. to 10 p.m. Thursday
nights in the Spartan Memorial. For
more information. call Jerry or Paul
at 297-7616.

Friday
Muslim Student Association
Friday prayer from 1 p.m. to
3 p.m. in Sweeney Hall, Room 313.
For more information, call Emal at
971-8347.
Counseling Services
On -going support group for students who are taking medications

Ar
or considering taking medication for
concerns such as depression, anxiety and obsessive compulsive disorder from 10 a.m. to 11 a.m. in the
Administration building, Room
222b. For more information, call Dr.
Jill Steinberg or Dr John Reid at
924-5910.
SJSU Women’s Rugby Club
Team spaghetti dinner at 6 p.m.
at the captain’s house. For more
information, call Tera Parrett at
924-7943.

Saturday
Center for Steinbeck Studies
and Monterey Bay Aquarium
Steinbeck Nature and a Sense of
Place Writers’ Workshop at 2 p.m.
at the Monterey Bay Aquarium, 886
Cannery Row, Monterey. For more
information call (831) 644-7561.
Hillel Silicon Valley
Hillel Extremists Fire and Ice:
hardallah and ice skating at 7 p.m.
at Vallco’s Skating Rink near the
main entrance. For more information, call Arlene Miller at 286-6669.
SJSU Women’s Rugby Club
SJSU vs. Santa Clara University
Kick-off at 11 a.m. at Blackford
High School in West San Jose. For
more information, call Tern Parrett
at 924-7943.

Monday

Career Center
OCR/Co-op Workshop from
11.30 a.m. to 12:15 p.m. and from
3 30 p.m. to 4:15 p.m. in Building F.
For more information, call the
Career Resource Center at 9246031

Career Center
OCR/Co-op Workshop from
12:30 p.m. to 1:16 p.m. in
Building F. For more information,
call the Career Resource Center at
924-6031.
Catholic Campus Ministry
Newman community gathering
from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. at the Campus
Ministry Center, 300 S. 10th St.
Refreshments will be served. For
more information, call Laura
McHale 938-1610.

Career Center
How School Districts Hire: A
Conversation with Hiring
Administrators from 4:30 p.m. to
6:30 p.m. in the Student Union,
Umunhum room. For more information, call the Career Resource
Center at 924-6031.
International Relations
Association
General meeting at 10:30 a.m. in
the Market Cafe. For more information, call Valerie at 924-8717.

Golden Key National Honor
Society
Are you attending Career Expo
2000? Learn important tips on how
to follow-up after the Career Expo
at 4:15 p.m. at the Student Union,
Guadalupe room. Everyone is welcome For more information, call
Christine Williams at 924-7939.

Jewish Studies Program
"Ethics of the Sons and
Daughters: Jews as Soldiers" lecture by Asa Kasher at 3 p.m. in the
Engineering building, Room 189.
For more information, call D.
Mesher at 924-5547.

Nurses Christian Fellowship
Support group and mentoring at
11 a.m, in the Student Union,
Montalvo room. For more information, call Diane Stegmeir at 2796385.

Sunday

School of Art and Design
Student galleries and art exhibitions from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the
Art and Industrial Studies buildings. For more information, call
John or Jenny at 924-4330.

Catholic Campus Ministry
Sunday Eucharistic liturgy and
dinner at 6 p.m. at the Campus
Ministry Chapel, 300 S. 10th St.
There is also an 8 p.m. Mass at St.
Joseph Cathedral located on the
corner of Market and San Fernando
streets. For more information, call
Father Barry at 938-1610.

Leadership Development
Workshop Series
Group dynamics and conflict resolution from 3 p.m. to 4 p.m. in the
Student Union, Almaden room. For
more information, call the Student
Life Center at 924-5950.

Tuesday

Nurses Christian Fellowship
Support group and mentoring at
2 p.m. in the Student Union,
Montalvo room. For more information, call Diane Stegmeir at 2296185.
School of Art and Design
Student galleries art receptions
from 6 p.m. to 8 p.m. in the Art and
Industrial Studies buildings. For
more information, call John or
Jenny at 924-4330.
Sparta Guide is provided free of charge to
students. faculty end staff. The deadlihe for
entries M noon, three days before the desired
publication date Entry forms are available
in the Spartan Only OfTice. Space rrrrr Minns may require editing of submimions.
En info are printed in the order in which
they are received

LETTERS

Same-sex marriage debate continues
the continuing debate about same-sex
With
unions, with an opinion piece by Monica
L. Ewing and then a rebuttal from Jeff
Spencer, we need to look at history to see what has
happened before. Arnold Toynbee, the great historian, said "The only thing we ever learn from history is that we never learn from history."
Homosexuality is almost as old as man. The
first specific mention in recorded history (other
than that implied in the story of Noah, Ham and
(’anaan), concerns Lot and the well-known cities
of Sodom and Gomorrah. The Bible tells in graphic detail how the men of Sodom tried to sexually
molest the angelic messengers of God, as they
came to warn Lot to flee the city before its
impending destruction.
Historians are well-versed in the bi-sexuality of
Grecian culture. Socrates was a practicing homosexual and Plato penned in his "Symposium,"
exalting homosexual "love." This didn’t keep the
Grecian empire from falling to Rome, of course.
Homosexuality was rampant in the days of Rome.
Sutonius, in his book "The Twelve Caesar," indi-

cated that fourteen out of the first fifteen emperors of Rome were homosexuals. The bath of
Caracalla in Rome were not significantly different
from homosexual baths of today: you could get a
bath, sex or both. No wonder both Gibbon and
Toynbee concluded that homosexuality was one of
the main causes of the decline and fall of the
Roman Empire.
The creation of male and female, of husband
and wife who bear children together, was meant to
be a beautiful physical illustration of the. Lord’s
relationship with his bride. A homosexual relationship, on the other hand, negates the great
illustration God has ordained and is totally sterile. Couples are ideally meant to be "fruitful and
multiply," since "children are a heritage of the
Lord, and the fruit of the womb is his reward." A
homosexual relationship is totally against God’s
plan for man and woman.
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Ted Rudow III
credential student

The Rock rules the entertainment world
Regarding Ms. Bethel’s column in the Forum
section: The People’s Champion, The Rock, is
the best thing that has happened to sports
entertainment. After all, it is for our entertainment
purposes, and if you don’t like it, you can choose to
change the channel and watch the chimps on TBS.
Ratings for "WWF RAW is WAR" is at its peak with
the addition of The Rock these past seasons. Because
of the fact that you are not as loved and admired as
The Rock is no reason for you to "hate" on him. He is
by far the most popular and educated athlete in the
squared circle. And you know what, it doesn’t matter
what you think! For jealous people out there to call

American Heart
Association.

him a "mindless body with a laughable career," is not
only shallow-minded, but it is an indication that his
background information was obviously overlooked.
The Rock is an alumnus of the University of Miami.
He graduated with a degree in criminology, and he
also played football. The fact that people tend to
think wrestling is fake and acted is so stereotypical.
I guarantee that if you step into the ring with
Chyna, you would get your ass whooped on! Next
time, "know your role, and shut your mouth!"
Tommy Wong
nursing
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The Events
WES CRAVEN
An afternoon with Wes Craven:
The creator of the "Nightmare on Elm
Street" films, and the "Scream" films,
Craven transcends the genre.
Following a screening of his favorite
of his films (TBA), Craven will answer
questions from the audience and will
also pick up a Maverick Spirit Award.
2:15 p.m., March 4, Saratoga 14

PETER FONDA

Cinequest’s first
decade comes to
an end with its
best festival yet

An evening with Peter Fonda:
The enigmatic movie actor got his
start opposite Jack Nicholson in
"Easy Rider," and appears at Morris
Dailey Auditorium on campus.
Following a professional interview
forum in front of the audience, fans
will get a chance to question Fonda.
7:30 p.m., Feb. 28 at Morris Dailey

ALEC BALDWIN
A conversation with Alec Baldwin:
Cinequest welcomes the veteran
actor of film, stage and television to
San Jose. After an intimate talk with
the oldest Baldwin Brother, Alec will
receive Cinequest’s Maverick Spirit
Award.
11:30 a.m., Saturday, Feb. 26, at
the Fairmont Hotel in San Jose

FEATURE FILM
"Wage In die Nacht"
("Paths In the Night")
Closing night film of Cinequest 10.
This film chronicles the life of Walter
(left), 55, who roams the streets and
tries to impose his idea of justice to
the people around hibe
.
7:30 p.m., March 5, Towne 3

FEATURE FILM

.suckerfish"

Tim Orr, as Dick Goodman, a sales
person in the pet food industry, acts
in a scene from "Suckerfish," one of
the best films at Cinequest this year.
See article’s capsule review for
showtimes at the Towne 3

FEATURE FILM
’Norma Jean, Jack, and Me’
Michael Murphy (left) plays JFK, alive
and well and living with Marilyn
Monroe on a deserted island in
’Norma Jean, Jack and Me," a film
featured at this year’s Cinequest.
See capsule review for showtimes
at the Saratoga 14

Celebrating its tenth year of
maverick cinema, Cinequest, San
Jose Film Festival, is coming of
age. Since , its inception a decade
ago, the festival has championed
films and filmmakers with an
independent spirit and vision of
film, the people who mostly work
out of the system mavericks.
In its infancy, the festival
showed a handful of films over a
weekend and family and friends of
the amateur filmmakers showed
up. Everybody had a great time.
But .virtually nobody else
showed up in the festival’s early
days, and the festival needed butts
in the seats to stay alive.
So Cinequest started bringing
the mavericks to town, and the
fans started attending. But these
are not ordinary filmmakers and
pompous movie stars. You won’t
see Hollywood heroes like the $20
million men Harrison Ford or Mel
Gibson anywhere near San Jose’s
Cinequest.
These filmmakers have done
their best to advance the art form,
to bring original voices to the
medium that has been warmed
over by the Hollywood money
machine.
Kevin Spacey and John Waters
have showed up to schmooze with
fans and to talk about their films
at past festivals, as have diverse
maverick talents such as Jackie
Chan, Gabriel Byrne, Rod Steiger
and Jennifer Jason Leigh.
Slowly but surely, Cinequest
has become a major festival, but it
still has a down-home flavor that
has disappeared from what the
distribution factory
the
Sundance Film Festival in Utah
- has become.
Tonight’s Opening Night Gala
features a special screening of
"The Big Kahuna," a drama about
the dog-eat-dog World of travelling
sales people, starring Kevin
Spacey and Danny Devito.
In addition to the more than

Photo courtesy of Cinequest

(Above) Michael Murphy
and Sally Kirkland in ’Norma
Jean, Jack, and Me."

(left) "Paths in the Night"
is one of the closing night
films at this year’s
Cinequest.

Photo courtesy of Cinequest

Photos courtesy of (.inequest
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Leonce
Lena

"Houston,
we have ’a.
website."

By Georg fidchner
Directed by Adrian Gkirges

He thought romantic love
was nothing but a dream

An4ARAel ,hr
Then they met, and what was a dream became

" 411-0§faireality

Explomt,on Technology Mysteries of the UnivPrse Discover what’s out there

spaee4com

San Jose State University Theatre
Sib & San Fernando
408 924 4595

Tickets are available at all BASS ticket centers including the Wherehouse and
Tower Records or charge by phone Walk-up tickets. group tickets are available a(
the Theatre Box Office and SJSU Event Center

February 18, 19, 24, 25, 26 at 7 p.m
February 23 at 11 a.m.
Student/Seniors - $6.00
General Admission - $10.00

Events are wheelchair accessible Individuals needing sign language interpreters
an escort or accommodations should contact us as early as possible

For ticket information, please call 924.4555.
online tickets: theatre.sjsu.edu

4.

Partial funding by SISU Association Students through IRA support, limited number of free tickets available at AS.office in the Student Union
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Build your own family ties
New PC game
’Sims is a winner
D.S. Perez
DAILY STAFF EDITOR

If you build a house, remember
to have enough money so a bathroom can be installed in it.
Denying a woman social interaction for days is not good for her
well-being.
Telling a child to go to bed can
take hours of nagging, especially if
the little brat is unhappy.
And repairing an electric stove
next to a sink that has flooded the
kitchen is not a good idea.
Those are a few lessons you’ll
learn in "The Sims," a people simulator in which you manage a household and the lives of those who live

in it.
Made by the same folks responsible for the "SimCity" line of
games, "The Sims" is something
you will spend hours playing.
First, you choose whether you
want to control a premade family
or make your own. You can choose
the age, sex, physical appearance
and attributes - such as active or
nice - of your "Sims." The attributes are key, as you might end up
with Archie Bunker, or Phoebe of
"Friends."
Next, you can choose a house
that’s already been made or purchase some land to build a new one
on. Be careful - starting families
only have $20,000 to use, so don’t
build a mansion or buy one. A
shack, an apartment or even your
own house - the design is up to
you.
From there on, you control the
deeds of the family and what goes
in the house. You have to make

REVIEW
sure your Sims go to work or school
on time, eat, use the bathroom,
have enough fun and social time,
study, keep the house clean and the
bills paid.
Micromanage their lives well,
and you’ll be rewarded with them
getting promoted at work - so you
can buy more expensive furnishings and additions - and having
them easy to control. Mismanage,
and they’ll be depressed and hard
to control, making accidents all
over the place. They might even
die.
While all of this may sound
daunting, the interface of the game
is very easy and a help system
explains what your Sim should be
doing. Meters tell whether your
Sim is friendly with the other Sim
in the room, needs to go to the bath-

room or could use some time studying in order to get promoted at
work - which could be acting,
business, law enforcement or the
underworld.
And if you need help, you can
call for a pizza or hire a maid to
help out in cutting chores.
Those who happen to be living
on their own or raising children
may say they already experience
such activities - and they’re not
fun ones - but that’s the amusing
part of "The Sims"; the ability to be
a voyeuristic god of a household,
watching people live their lives and
commanding their destiny, which
could be prosperity or dismay.
Social interaction in "The Sims"
is also fun. They can be friendly or
hateful to another in relationships.
You can have your Sims fall in love,
marry and procreate - then cheat
with the neighbors, get into arguments or fights.
And there’s no weekends, either

- it’s off to work oi school every
day. Pretty monotonous, but the
game retains playability, especially
if you let chaos sneak in occasionally - fires, burglaries, babies, debt,
jealousy.
As you progress in the game,
you’ll find that making several
households in the neighborhood
will make the game larger in scope;
the Sims you made earlier will visit
your new households.
The graphics of "The Sims" are
nothing to rave about, except that
your Sims are blurred when using
the bathroom and the animation is
convincing. The sound is great turning on the TV will sound like
you turned your set to the foreign
conversations
channel,
and
between people sound pretty good
- for jibberish. Music that sounds
like it escaped "The Donna Reed
Show" or Home and Garden
Television plays while you shop for
furniture and remodel your house,

Cover courtesy of ’taxis
and that is a hoot in itself while
reading yuppie descriptions of wallpaper or refrigerator selections.
Problems in the game include
choppiness - if you have too much
going on in the household, the
game gets very jumpy.
And time, in itself, is the biggest
problem of "The Sims," because
you’ll just spend way too much time
with them. Whether you’re managing the Bradys, the Bundys or the
Sopranos, the game is fun for anyone.

’Leonce and Lena’ offers good moments but mostly fails to hit the mark
Scott Shiley
DAILY SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Watching "Leonce and Lena" is
like walking in on your parents
during sex when you were a kid;
you know you saw something odd,
you just didn’t know what it was.
The play, the University
Theatre’s production of Georg
Bitchner’s 19th-century romantic
comedy, is neither funny nor
romantic.
The plot is difficult to follow,
the slapstick is lame and the dialogue, which is loaded with puns
and other plays on words, is confusing. In the first act, the characters spend more time making

Cinequest
continued

from page 4

140 films showing from tonight to
March 5 at the Camera 3, Towne
3 and the Saratoga 14 theaters,
the festival also offers events that
allow fans to get to know the mavericks better through conversation.
This year, Cinequest 10 welcomes an interesting group of
"mavericks."
"Easy Rider" and "Ulee’s Gold"
legend Peter Fonda will be on
campus at 7:30 p.m. on Monday,
Feb. 28, at Morris Dailey
Auditorium. Tickets for the event
are $25, but San Jose State
University students can get in for
$15.
Cinequest will also present a
tribute to Alec Baldwin, an actor
who got his start in independent
film, as well as events honoring
horror masters Wes Craven and
Dario Argento. ’khe fest is also
featuring a conversation with
Robert M. Young, the director of
such films as "Triumph of the

Eric B. Norris
1:

Attorney at Law

arbitrary statements to the audience than conversing with each
other.
"Leonce and Lena" does make
some interesting statements. One
element. of the play is that every
character, with two exceptions,
wears some kind of mask. The
masks take the focus away from
characters’ facial expressions and
force the audience to concentrate
on the dialogue, which unfortunately is not the play’s strong
point.
The only characters who do not
wear masks are the "alter" characters, Alter Leonce and Alter Lena,
who are the physical manifestations of Leonce’s and Lena’s
thoughts.
Spirit" and "Dominick and
Eugene."
Cinequest will also offer such
events as a Latino film celebration, a Maverick Film and
Technology Showcase demonstrating current filmmaking technology, as well as an event honoring Bay Area filmmakers.
But Cinequest has always been
about movies, movies that challenge the audience more than the
conventional schlock that graces
the corporate screens the majority of he year.
Of the 20 or so Cinequest films
that I have screened, these are
the ones people should not miss:
"The American Tapestry" A great documentary by Gregory
Nava ("El Norte"), "The American
Tapestry" chronicles the lives of
five culturally diverse families
looking to live the American
dream. Weaving the stories of
struggle and joy together, Nava
paints an enlightening picture of
minority families looking for success in this sometimes cruel and
unforgiving world. (6:30 p.m.,
Feb. 26, Camera 3; and 5:15 p.m.,
Mar, 4, Towne 3)
"Beyond the Mat" - A documentary on the life of three

REVIEW
The plot, which is as difficult to
follow as the dialogue, revolves
around Leonce, prince of Popo,
who is played by Breton
Nicholson. Leonce is bored with
life and love, so he sets out with
Alter Leonce and his friend
Valerio in search of something
that is never quite clear.
The most interesting character
in the play, and one that is
superbly acted, is that of the Alter
Leonce, played by Jae Sung.
Sung’s portrayal of the Alter
Leonce is subtle but serious.
Sung’s strong and beautiful
wrestlers in the incredibly popular
world
of professional
wrestling, "Beyond the Mat" is a
wonderful look into the lidarts
and minds of Terry Funk, Jake
"The Snake" Roberts and Mick
"Mankind" Foley. The film chronicles the joys and sorrows of this
fascinating entertainment phenomenon that has taken the
world by storm. (4 p.m., Feb. 26,
Camera 3;
7:15 p.m., Feb. 28,
Saratoga 14; and 7 p.m., Mar. 2,
Saratoga 141
"Call to Witness" - An
amazing documentary exploring
the battle between gays and lesbians in the pulpit, "Call to
Witness" chronicles the acceptance of the Lutheran Church of
gays and lesbians - until they
want to be ministers. (7 p.m., Feb.
27, Camera 3; 8 p.m., Feb. 28,
Camera 3; and 5:15 p.m., Mar. 3,
Towne 3)
"Fishes in August" - A terrific coming-of-age film from
Japan, "Fishes in August" is the
story of a young man’s last summer before entering his final year
of school. During the summer, his
life becomes a complex mix of
girls, betrayal and more than
enough trouble. His experience

singing, which occurs intermittently through the play, doesn’t
seem to fit into the otherwise oddball "Leonce and Lena."
Another of the play’s strong
acting jobs is that of Darcie
Grover, who plays Valerio, a
Shakespeareanesque wise fool.
Grover gives the play some much
needed energy and supplies some
of the play’s few laughs at times,
however, she takes her character
over the top, which results in
some annoying, monotone shouting.
Valerio is not the play’s only
comedic character. Jason Barba
plays Leonce’s father, Peter, the
silly, self-contradicting King of
Popo. However, the slapstick rou-

tines played out by Peter and his
court are amateurish and drag on
to the point of tedium.
While on the road, Leonce discovers the girl of his dreams in
Lena, princess of Pipi, played by
Robyn Hamah, to whom he has
been unknowingly betrothed.
Lena is on the road with Alter
Lena, played by Melissa Navarro,
and her governess, played by
Evelyn Huynh, apparently in an
attempt to avoid her impending
marriage. Leonce and Lena don’t
appear to be attracted to each
other at first, but their Alter characters show how their love develops for each other.
The play becomes easier to
understand in the second act, but

the play’s climax, which seems
disjointed and as confusing as any
other portion of the play, will likely leave the audience wondering
what happened.
"Leonce and Lena" is a good
attempt by the theater arts
department at an incredibly difficult play. However, anyone looking
for a play that isn’t as confusing
as watching your parents have sex
will need to look elsewhere.
The final performances or
"Leonce and Lena" will be tonight,
Friday and Saturday at the.
University Theatre. All performances are at 7 p.m.

causes him to wish he could live
his life effortlessly, like a fish
swimming in the water without a
care in the world. (showtimes
TBA)
"Janice Beard: 45WPM" -A
funny film from England, "Janice
Beard" concerns itself with the
trials and tribulations of Janis,
whose father has died and whose
mother has not left the house in
over 20 years. Wanting to cure her
eccentric mother of her fear of the
outside world, Janice embarks on
an odyssey looking for a job to
earn money for treatment. (7:15
p.m., Feb.26, Saratoga 14; 7:30
p.m., Feb. 29, Saratoga 14; 6:45
p.m., Mar. 4, Saratoga 14, and 12
p.m., Mar. 5, Saratoga 141
"Norma Jean, Jack, and
Me" - A warm and interesting
story about J. F. K. living on a
remote island with Norma Jean
- more famously known as
Marilyn Monroe - puts some
kinks in the various conspiracy
theories explaining the assassination of one of our most-loved political icons. Michael Murphy and
Sally Kirkland are terrific in this

one-of-a-kind film. (5 p.m., Mar. 1,
Saratoga 14; 5 p.m., Mar. 2,
Saratoga 14; 9:45 p.m., Mar. 3,
Saratoga 14; and 5 p.m., Mar. 4,
Saratoga 14)
"Ordinary Madness" - A
fine suspense film from Bay Area
filmmaker Bernardo Gigliotti,
"Ordinary Madness" looks at
young musician whose life falls
apart after renting a room from a
strange couple. A frightening look
at the roommate phenomenon,
"Ordinary Madness" cuts deep.
(10:30 p.m., Feb. 25, Camera 3;
and 3 p.m., Feb. 29, Camera 31
’Suckerfish" - An inventive,
original comedy, "Suckerfish" is
from local filmmaker Brien
Burroughs. The film looks at the
nutty characters who work in the
pet food supply industry, and provides a darkly humorous look at
the tricks of the trade.
"Suckerfish" is a scathing indictment of the slimy people who will
con anybody for a buck. (7:15 p.m.
Feb. 25, Towne 3; 1 p.m., Feb. 28,
Towne 3; 7 p.m., Feb. 29, Towne 3;
and 7:15 p.m., Mar. 2, Towne 3)
"Suckers" - Not to be con-

fused with "Suckerfish" *Suckers" is a dark eemesly about
a man who must take work as a
dirisalesm7M to pay-Barkl"pair bf
seedy loan sharks. Created by
"Trekkies" director Roger Nygard,
"Suckers" is one of the best films
at this year’s festival, combining
hilarious comedy with edgy
(7:30 p.m. Mar.- 2.
drama.
Saratoga 14; 7:45 p.m.. Mar. 3,
Saratoga 14; and 4:30 p.m., Mar.
4, Saratoga 141
"Under the Sun" - A wonderful Swedish film about the
heartbreak of loneliness. "Under
the Sun" is the story of Olaf, a
40ish farmer who puts out an ad
looking for a housekeeper. The
film is lovely to look at, and the
relationship that ensues between
the man and Ellen, the lovely
woman who answers the ad, is
fascinating and touching. 19:45
p.m., Feb. 25, Saratoga 14; 7:30
p.m., Feb. 28, Saratoga 14. 5 p.m.
Feb. 29, Saratoga 14; and 12:15
p.m., Mar. 4, Camera 31
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Mandarin & Scechuan Cuisine
Lunch and Dinner
Open
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Daily-closed Sunday
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ACADEMY AWARD
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Delicious Chinese Cuisine
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FILM
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475 E San Carlos St call or
fax orders 408 288 5676
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San Fernando
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San Salvador
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BEST DIRECTOR’

BEING JOHN
MALKOVICH
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294-3303 or 998-9427

131 F. Jackson Street
6 Blocks North of Santa Clara
Between 3rd and 4th Street
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Boy killed
as carjacking
goes wrong
INDEPENDENCE, Mi. AP)
As 6 -year-old Jake Robel waited in the car while his mother
dashed into a sandwich shop, a
thief jumped behind the wheel
and tried to shove the boy outside.
Inside the shop, someone
yelled that Christy Robes car
was being stolen. She ran outside, pulled open the rear door
and frantically tried to free her
son, who was tangled in a seat
belt.
The driver took off the door
closed and Jake remained entangled and trapped outside the rear
driver’s side door. The boy
screamed for help and his mother
yelled for the driver to stop. He
didn’t. It was the last time Robe)
saw her boy alive.
Jake D. Robe! of Blue Springs
died Tuesday before the driver of
the Chevrolet Blazer could he
stopped by pursuing motorists.
Witnesses said a five-mile chase
reached speeds of 80 mph.
Kim L. Davis, 34, of Kansas
City,
Mo.,
was
charged
Wednesday with second-degree
murder, robbery, child abuse and
kidnapping. He was jailed without bail. Bob Beaird, Jackson
County prosecutor, said he knew
very little about him.
Witnesses said motori,i
wrestled the man to the ground
and waited for police to arrive.
They also tied the man’s legs
with a rope.
Nearby, Jake lay dead. with
most of his clothes ripped away
An 11 -year-old boy who emerged
from one of the vehicles took a
large white blanket and placed it
over him.
Beaird would not spcculat,
about whether the driver kniAv
the child was being drwo.,1

NMI

Norman

Strummin’ and Blowin’

continued from page]

-The misdemeanor sexual battery goes to show a pattern of
abuse toward women," Boyarsky
told a reporter Tuesday.
The alleged rape on Sept. 12
involved a high-school -aged girl
whom Norman had met at Sky
recreational day
a
Hawks
in the summer of 1999,
camp
according to her testimony during
the preliminary hearing.
It is the policy of the Spartan
Daily to withhold names of
alleged victims involved with
cases of sexual battery or rape.
During roughly five hours of
testimony which took place over
two days, the 17-year-old detailed
the alleged rape.
. On the final day of testimony,
the district attorney made a
motion to increase Norman’s bail
from $30,000 to $250,000 because
of the severity of the charges.
Boyarsky, in his closing arguments, said perhaps rape is second to murder.
However, Judge Virginia Mae
Days denied the motion and bail
was set at $80,000, which
Norman posted on Feb. 15.
Boyarsky made the motion to
increase bail because he said he
thought adding the battery
charges to the rape charges
caused Norman to be a flight risk.
Boyarsky said he concluded as
much because Norman has never
been to prison. If convicted on

MOM
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Music major Brian Bensing 21 the flute. and
Daniel Yamtu, English and music maior on the
guitar, interpret "Bordelle 1900 and the
Woodwind Ensemble," taught at the Music

Building on Wednesday from 1:30 to 3:20 p.m
They are practicing for an upcoming concert on
March 12, starting at 2 p.m. inside the San Jose
State University Concert Hall.

either count one or two, he. would
have to register as a sex offender,
as well as become what is called a
"striker," Boyarsky said in closing
remarks.
A striker in California is someone who is convicted of a serious
or violent felony, Boyarsky said.
Strikers can face 25 years to life if
they are convicted of three or
more felonies.
Boyarsky also challenged a letter that was submitted by
Michael Donovan, the chief of
police in Lebanon, Ill. where
Norman was a high school basketball player.
The letter was written to persuade the judge to rule on a lesser bond, Donovan said earlier in a
phone interview from Lebanon.
Donovan has known Norman and
his family for six years.
"I wrote the letter for bond, not
a lesser charge," Donovan said at
the time.
Norman’s case is slated to
appear on the master trial calendar at 8:30 a.m., March 20, in
Department 24 of the Santa
Clara County Hall of Justice.
The master trial calendar is a
day for the attorneys and the
judge to decide what will happen
in the case.
If Norman pleads innocent,
they will determine whether it
will be set for a jury trial later in
the week of March 20 or whether
the case will be held over,
Boyarsky said.
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Doctors learn sensitivity for obesity in new program
MINNEAPOLIS AP)
A
svolto Dr Charks Billington.
iii victor
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suit

suddenly scarfed down 100 turer of the diet drug Meridia,
pounds of fatty food. He gained and the Slim-Fast Foods Co.
the weight by donning a padded
It was established by leading
"empathy suit," one of many obesity researchers at medical
tools used by the center, which institutions in Minnesota and six
aims to teach primary care other states.
physicians how to handle obese
When many of today’s doctors
patient S.
were in medical school, obesity
The program is funded by wasn’t as prevalent and wasn’t
grants
from
Knoll viewed as a medical problem, so
Pharmacr’utl Co., manufac- ,sAdunts Weren’t trained to treat

it. Billington said.
"The old idea that people are
obese because they have a character problem, or that they are
somehow not good people, is
wrong," he said. "Thinking of
obesity as a disease is an emerging concept."
According to the center, 97
million Americans
nearly one
in four adults is obese, a major..

DATADYNE, a private global technology corporation,
is looking for trustworthy individuals of all backgrounds
interested in the opportunity to reshape the future.
We are looking for risk takers to handle highly sensitive
technological information who are able to accomplish
a variety of tasks while maintaining an open mind.
Offering, excellent pay, flexible hours, full benefits,
tra\ el, stock options, on-the-job training and more.
,Ability to work Iry e I under pressure and adequate
self-(lefense skills a definite plus.

Part-time/fu!l-time help needed in entr\ -lc\ cl
No experience nece,tr\ .
Our \\c1) i1C lor more detaik.
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risk factor for diseases such as
type 2 diabetes, high blood pressure and heart disease.
The workshops will teach
physicians, nurse practitioners
and registered dietitians about
using compassion as a resource
in obesity treatment, the latest
advances in behavior-modification methods, and pharmaceutical and surgical options.
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Interview with death camp survivor
Ryan McCrossin
DAILY STAFF EI)ITOR

I.

San

Jack Gelb doesn’t need to go to
the library or take a world history class to learn the story of the
Holocaust.
The story is documented all
over his body. He is a survivor of
the Holocaust. On his arm is a
tattoo the Nazis stamped on him
when he first arrived in
Auschwitz, a Nazi concentration
camp where Jews were systematically killed in gas chambers during World War H.
A rough patch of scar tissue
resides on his neck, where he said
a dog tore into his throat at the
direction of German officers.
These were some of the
reminders of the Holocaust he
carried with him to a meeting
last week discussing an advertisement in the Spartan Daily
questioning
whether
the
Holocaust ever happened.
"It brought home to the people
who were at the meeting that this
is not just some academic exercise, that this had an impact on
people," said Yitzhak Santis, a
representative of the Jewish
Community Relations Council.
"People were very quiet and
they listened to him," said Santis,
who added his own in-laws are
Holocaust survivors.
The evidence that
the

Holocaust occurred is not debatable for Gelb.
More than 5 million Jews were
killed during the Holocaust. In
September 1941, the Germans
started to deport its Jews to ghettos in Poland and cities wrested
from Russia. From there, they
were sent to death camps, which
were equipped with gas chambers for killing the Jews. The
Jews in the camps were taken
from all over Europe, including
Norway, France, Italy, Germany,
Czechoslovakia,
Hungary,
Poland, Yugoslavia and Greece.
Large crematories were constructed to erase the evidence of
atrocities that had occurred
there.
Soon after the Nazis came to
power in Germany in January
1933, they began to restrict the
Jewish people. Gelb remembers
being forced to wear a yellow arm
band so Germans would know he
was a Jew.
"If you were caught without it,
you were going to be hung," Gelb
said.
This arm band was a small
inconvenience compared to the
abuse he said his grandfather
sustained one afternoon.
His grandfather, with his
prayer book in hand, was on his
way home when two German officers approached him. After Gelb’s
grandfather refused to spit on his

prayer book, as the officers had
ordered him, he was nearly beaten to death. He died a few days
later in their home, Gelb said.
Years later, he and his family
were deported to Poland, where
he was packed into a Polish ghetto that was surrounded by walls
and barbed wire. Gelb and his
family lived in a cramped, tworoom house with two other families, where he rememders being
cold and hungry.
"You never knew if’ you were
going to make it to the next day,"
Gelb said.
After four years of harsh living
in the ghetto, Gelb was taken to
Auschwitz in 1944 by the
Germans. Shortly after Gelb
arrived, his father was sent to a
slave labor camp.
"He was half dead when they
brought him back," Gelb said.
Gelb was soon sent to a slave
labor camp outside of Auschwitz,
and he never saw his family
again.
Although the outlook for him
and his family appeared grim, he
said he shelved three thoughts in
his mind so that he wouldn’t lose
hope. He managed to hold onto
those thoughts while he helped
build brick walls for the Germans
and dig out bombs in Berlin.

See Interview,

page

8

Sebastian Widmann / Spartan Daily
The memorial to remember the victims of the
Holocaust is located at the Jewish Federation of
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Speech

continued from pogel

without an explanation from the
newspaper or advertising staff
but doing so would deny the reader extra inform;it ion.
’Even if it is silly and ridiculous, newspapers are not in the
business of keeping information
from people." McMasters said.
He said almost everything that
runs in newspapers, whether they
are advertisements, news articles
or opinion pieces, will offend
someone.
McMasters added that the
Holocaust ad is quite offensive,
but people need to look at the real
issue presented to them, which he
said, is not the newspaper’s decision to run the ad but the ad itself’.
"Everybody gets up in arms
about censorship rather than the
ad," McMasters said.
Mark Goodman, the executive
director of the Student Press Law
Center, said newspapers have the
right to run any ad, no matter
how controversial.
"Basically, what it boils down
to is no newspaper has a legal
obligation to publish this advertisement," Goodman said. "There
is no First Amendment obligation
to run it. The fact is that you have
the right to publish this ad."
Goodman said he has heard
arguments from people who liken
the ad to something the Ku Klux
Klan would say against AfricanAmericans.
"That’s a legitimate point of
said.
Goodman
argument,"
"Legally you have the same right
to run it. Once you know it’s legal,
it’s a matter ofjournalistic ethics."
Jewish community members in
the Bay Area have asked whether
the Spartan Daily would have
published an ad that spoke out
against any racial group.
Nick Zoffel, president of San
Jose State University’s Hillel, a
Jewish student organization, said
editors from the Spartan Daily
told him the hypothetical racist
ad would be published, if submitted.
Zoffel also commented on
Holocaust denial, a movement
the Anti -Defamation
which
League, the ADL, defines as "n
propaganda movement ... which
seeks to deny the reality of the
Nazi regime’s systematic mass
murder of six million Jews in
Europe during World War II."
"It’s racism, that’s all it is,
Zoffel said. "Holocaust denial is no
different than hate speech.
There’s nothing educational about
It."
About people who deny the
existence of the Holocaust, Zoffel
said, "My personal opinion
they’re racists."
First
the
said
Zoffel
Amendment is not the issue he is
concerned about, but that the
Daily has a moral obligation not
to run the ad because it contains
false information.
"According to the journalistic
code, they say they won’t print
anything misleading," Zoffel said.

Greater San Jose in Los Gatos.

continued from page]

Photo courtc9 of the Antt-Delamation league
Discovered after the defeat of Nazi Germany,
this mass grave at Bergen-Belsen in Germany
"The national journalistic code of
ethics isn’t being upheld."
He said some of the quotes
Smith used as evidence of untrue
testimonies by Holocaust survivors were taken out of context
from books published by Elie
Wiesel.
Smith said Zoffel is wrong.
They’re not taken out of context," Smith said. "They’re very
simple assertions."
Zoffel said he blames the advisers to the students on the Daily’s
staff for running what he feels
was a misleading ad, and not the
students themselves.
"I think the Spartan Daily, in
the future, can use caution with
what they print," Zoffel said.
Holocaust denial is also sometimes called Holocaust revisionism, usually by Holocaust revisionists themselves.
The ADL’s pocket guide on
Holocaust denial says it has been
perpetuated by former Nazis and
Nazi sympathizers.
"It’s one of the most well-documented events in history," said
Jessica Ravitz, associate director
of the ADL. "It flies in the face of
victims who have been through
this. It’s more than an assault on
Jews, it’s an assault on humanity."
Modern Holocaust deniers
believe gas chambers did not exist
and there was no official Nazi
plan of extermination, according
to a report issued by the Defense
Equal Opportunity Management
Institute.
Their beliefs differ slightly
from that of Paul Rassinier, a man
who most revisionists credit with
being the father of Holocaust revisionism.
Rassinier helped found the
Libre Nord resistance movement,

contains thousands of Jews killed at the hands of
Nazi troops.

which allegedly helped smuggle
Jews into Switzerland.
He didn’t deny the Holocaust
outright, but said not as many gas
chambers existed as was believed.
Mark Weber, a well known
Holocaust revisionist, has been
quoted as saying "the estimate of
six million Jewish wartime dead
is an irresponsible exaggeration."
While Weber acknowledged
there were concentration camps
and many Jews died during World
War II, he also said "there was no
German program to exterminate
Europe’s Jews, that numerous
claims of mass killings in gas
chambers are false."
Smith, who placed the ad, cofounded the Committee for Open
Debate on the Holocaust,
CODOH, with Weber.
Weber has since moved on to
edit the Institute for Historical
Review Journal, a revisionist publication.
The
Defense
Equal
Opportunity
Management
Institute’s report said, "Smith
firmly
believes
that
the
Holocaust, as it is presently
understood by world scholars, is a
lie."
Smith’s ads have and continue
to run in hundreds of college
newspapers across America.
"I no longer believe the gas
chamber stories, and I have my
reasons," Smith said. "I don’t buy
the extermination theory."
Smith said he is simply trying
to create an open debate on certain issues, such as what he called
the "alleged" eyewitness testimonies of Holocaust survivors.
"This doesn’t mean that all
Holocaust survivors are making
false statements," Smith said. "We
all know the Jews suffered a great

catastrophe during the war."
Smith said he has developed
his opinions by reading written
material, but has never been to
Germany.
"I’m not an authority," Smith
said.
When asked whether he
believes the Holocaust actually
occurred, Smith said what is
important is that there is a historical controversy about it.
High-school educated Smith
wrote in the preface of his book,
"Confessions of a Holocaust
Revisionist," that "I discovered
long ago that my character is
made up in part of all the bigotries and prejudices that have
been identified and catalogued by
the best in the worst."
Smith went on to write, "I got
interested in the Holocaust business when I discovered that
there’s a taboo against questioning what’s been written about it."
Ravitz said revisionists mask
their opinions in a "pseudo-intellectual format."
"They claim to be scholars and
(they) prey upon college campuses," Ravitz said. "It’s something
that Jews are inherently sensitive
about, so it pushes all the right
buttons."
She said she believes revisionism is becoming more adamant
because many Holocaust survivors are dying off,
Ravitz said there is currently a
lot of attention on the Holocaust
because of reparations that are
being made to victims as well as
movies and documentaries being
made by people such as director
Steven Spielberg.
"We’re seeing more efforts to
educate people about the
Holocaust," Ravitz said.

It protects Bradley Smith.
And, unfortunately for
some people, it protects the
Spartan Daily.
The Daily has caught a lot
of heat for printing Smith’s
ad.
The editorial staff has
received criticism ranging
from accusations that the
editors don’t believe in the
Holocaust, don’t care about the
parties affected by the ad and
were suckers to be a part of
Bradley Smith’s plan to further the Hate Movement.
In the wake of all of this, I
consider myself lucky.
The editorial board sat in
our board room the week
before the ad was to be displayed, and not one member
objected to the ad.
All discussions all went
back to protecting Smith’s
right to speak.
The editors realized in
order to protect our way of life,
where we are able to talk,
dress and be an individual in a
society we don’t necessarily
agree with, Smith must be
given the same opportunity.
I am lucky, because I have
peers that believe in the First
Amendment.
They don’t worry about the
loss in money, prestige or self
esteem that our "professional"
counterparts do.
We don’t make business.
decisions.
We provide information and
open discussion.
We are unlike others who
parade their right to speak, as
long as it doesn’t hurt their
feelings or conflict with their
personal belief system.
These are the same people
who want to silence Bradley
Smith.
These are the same people
who didn’t provide an open
forum for German concerns,
which helped lead to the rise of
Adolf Hitler.
These are the same people
who didn’t have the strength
to listen to Hitler rally support
for his own hate movement
and stop him when they could
have.
It would have taken too
much work, it was uncomfortable to listen to what Hitler
was saying and hey, they
weren’t Jews.
These are the same people
who I am not a part of.
These are not the people
who came to the Spartan Daily
to voice their pain and displeasure about the ad, and said
they would be a part of the
intellectual fight against
Bradley Smith.
Bradley Smith, you are not
like us.
You hide in Mexico, use
your money to buy forums

on Perez
DON T SING IT ... BRING IT

because you would get laughed
off every major university in
the United States.
I will give you some credit
though, you know how to hurt
the meek who are afraid to
fight for themselves, and corral the sheep needed fir your
hateful desires.
You are just as stupid as
they are.
Unfortunately, the people
fighting you do not know
their weapon: the Fi r,t
Amendment.
It is an amendment that
protects all voices, not just the
ones that hide hatred w ith
fluffy speech while saying
there isn’t a race problem or
prejudice in the world.
It is not a document that
would enable the Daily to follow a suggestion stated in our
Forum pages, which is to be
responsible and not allow this
hateful form of speech.
Well, I’m sorry boys and
girls, hateful speech is out
there.
When nurtured with a blind
eye and suppression, hate
speech turns into violence.
Instead of being a death
threat, it becomes the possibility of dealing with the death of’
my stepfather or my little sister.
Exposing hate is the only
way to see its problem and
deal with it.
Instead of wasting time on
whether the ad should have
run in the Daily, it could have
been spent to ensure the hate
Bradley Smith promotes will
never happen again by using
logic, evidence and understanding as weapons.
But, if you want to keep
condemning us for having the
audacity to print the ad, I will
let you.
It is your right given to you
by the First Amendment, and I
will protect it.
I will not silence you like
the way you want to silence
Bradley Smith
killing the
the
of
First
spirit
Amendment.
I just hope you can feel my
arm around you, choking back
tears as we walk down the
stairs to a darker future.
Jon Perez is the Spartan
Daily production editor. Don’t
Sing ... Bring it toil! appear
from time to time.

Interview
continued from page7
"Once you gave up, you were
dead," Gelb said.
His dreams of seeing his family again, of getting revenge on
the Germans and living to tell of
the atrocities he had seen were
crushed when the war ended. He
lost his mother, eight sisters and
three brothers as a result of the
Holocaust.
"When the war was over all I
found was an uncle and a couple
cousins," Gelb said.
"When I got free, I realized
there’s not much I could do to
revenge it," Gelb said. "I leave it
to the higher authorities."
The struggles his Jewish
brethren and he endured during
the Holocaust have not been forgotten, though.
Nicholas Zoffel, president of
the Jewish Student Union at San
Jose State University, said he
will never forget about the
Holocaust.
"No survivors I’ve met are
ever removed from it. They never
become desensitized to it," Zoffel
said. "I haven’t become desensitized to it."
Zoffel has spent much of his
life trying to keep the memory

alive within him, partly because
some of his own relatives perished in the Holocaust. He has
visited concentration camps and
he has studied the Holocaust
extensively, he said. He even
read "Mein Kampf," Adolf Hitler’s
autobiography, to learn more
about the man responsible for
killing millions of Jewish people.
He has listened to many
Holocaust survivors, including
Gelb, as they told their stories
about what they went through
during the war.
One story marked in his mind
is an account he heard about a
little girl. A man told him of how
a little girl was covered with
dead bodies in order to be saved
from the gas chamber, Zoffel
said.
Gelb continues to share his
story by giving occasional talks
at schools around the Bay Area.
In these lectures, he reaches into
his memory and pulls stories
from those that are stacked on
the shelves inside his mind. He
said he can talk for hours about
his experiences during the
Holocaust.
Although he now lives with
his family in Los Altos, his children will never know their
grandparents, aunts, uncles or
their cousins because of the
Holocaust.

Smooth sailing
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Puffy indicted
NEW YORK Al’
Rap
artist Sean "Puffy" Combs was
indicted Wednesday along with
his bodyguard on charges of
bribing a witness.
Combs and Anthony "Wolf"
Jones are accused of offering
Combs
driver,
Wardel
Fenderson, $50,000 and a diamond ring to say he owned a
gun police found as Combs
drove away from a New York
nightclub where a shooting had
occurred.
Combs, 30, already faces gun
possession charges in connec-

tion with the Dec. 27 shooting.
"I am outraged by this new
charge," Combs, who was
attending the Grammy Awards,
said in a statement. "I am not
guilty. From the outset I have
firmly believed that the
Manhattan district attorney’s
office has unfairly targeted me
for baseless charges."
Combs, Jones and Fenderson
were arrested after one of
Combs’ rap proteges allegedly
shot and wounded three people
inside the club.

Kinno, Spamm Dail)
Kevin Silveira, senior music major and SJSU Sailing Club member,
practices controlling his boat at Lake Cunningham on Friday. Silveira
has been in the club, which meets every Friday from lp.m. to sunset at
Lake Cunningham, for three years.

UPS Delivers Education
Career Center Delivers Jobs
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’Millionaire’ bride
tells her version
NEW YORK AP) The
woman who married a multimillionaire on national TV has
something in common with
other Las Vegas brides: She
woke up shortly after her wedding wondering, "What was I
thinking?"
Darya Conger described her
odyssey on "Who Wants to
Marry a Multimillionaire" as a
vacation spun out of control.
Now she wants her life back.
"I don’t think I was thinking
clearly," Conger, a nurse and
Gulf War veteran, said on "Good
Morning America" Wednesday,
a week after marrying a
stranger in a television spectacle. "I committed an error in
judgment."
A few hours later, her new
husband, Rick Rockwell, taped
an interview across town with
ABC’s Diane Sawyer to air
Thursday morning.
The Fox special Feb. 15 was a
ratings sensation that quickly
backfircd after criticism by
women’s groups and revelations
that Rockwell been accused of
threatening an ex-girlfriend. He
denies the accusations.
Conger, 34:said Rockwell
wasn’t abusive toward her, but
she said they didn’t spend much
time together. They barely
spoke on their one-week "honeymoon" cruise to Barbados.
"The honest truth is I was
vio-y uncomfortable around
lion. and I spent most of the
t ime with the girl that chaperoned me," she said. "He’s just
not a person ... that I would
ordinarily have even a friendly
relationship with."
She said she was taken
aback when Rockwell, 42,
kissed her on the lips after his
television proposal was accept-

ed. Conger said she was terrified but went along with the
wedding because she didn’t
want to disappoint the show’s
producers.
She said she only got
involved because she wanted a
Las Vegas vacation and a
chance to wave to her family on
TV. Rockwell chose her from
among 50 women vying for his
nod in bathing suits and wedding gowns.
"Never in a million years did
I ever think that I was going to
be selected," Conger said. "And
somewhere in the back of my
mind I thought, OK, if I am
selected by the man to be his
bride, he’s got to take it in the
same way that I do. It’s a TV
show.
"Maybe we’ll like each other
and get along. Maybe we’ll even
date, but I never in a million
years ever thought of it as an
actual marriage."
Within 36 hours, she said she
told Rockwell she wasn’t
attracted to him and that the
marriage wouldn’t work out.
Conger, who gets to keep her
diamond wedding ring and was
given an Isuzu Trooper and the
Caribbean cruise by Fox, said
she just wants a normal life
again.
"I have worked my whole life
to be a credible person, a person
of
integrity,"
she
said.
"Unfortunately, in two hours I
destroyed much of that credibility. And that’s one of the reasons that I’m here. I’d like it
back."
Conger also found herself
enmeshed in a spat between
two morning television programs Wednesday.
Conger is scheduled to
appear on "Today" today.

UC Santa Cruz decries
letter grade policy

The rhythm is gonna get ya
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Caribbean dance students follow the beat of the drums and
instructor Shereen Jarrett, far right, leads the group. The class is
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KaNiro Kunio /Spartan Daily
held Mondays and Wednesdays at 1:30 p.m., in Washington
Square Hall, Room 204.
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SANTA CRUZ (AP) - Amid an
outcry from students, professors
at the University of California at
Santa Cruz planned to vote
Wednesday on whether to institute mandatory letter grades for
the first time in the 35-year history of the decidedly unconventional school.
The question rested with the
Academic Senate, a panel of 588
professors, assistant professors,
associate professors and a few
emeritus professors.
Laura Boat, a sophomore and
astrophysics major, said she
prefers the school’s traditional
narrative evaluations.
"They give me so much more
feedback about what I need to
work on and how to improve,"
Bost said.
UC-Santa Cruz, which opened
in 1965 as an alternative to the
more traditional University of
California campuses, remains one
of the most liberal schools in the
nation, with no ROTC military
training, no football team, and a
banana slug for a mascot. The
’60s radical Angela Davis is a professor in the History of
Consciousness Department.
Instead of letter grades, UCSanta Cruz gives students narrative essays evaluating their work.
Students can get a grade if they
want one, but last year one in
three of the 11,000 students took
that option.
The nontraditional grading
system has long been a selling
point for UC-Santa Cruz, which
reported receiving a record 20,000
applications from prospective students for the fall quarter.
In November, in a move that
stunned many students, 187 facthe
asked
ulty
members

Academic Senate to dump narrative evaluations altogether, saying they are time-consuming and
are disregarded by graduate
schools.
that
recommended
They
grades be mandatory in at least
75 percent of an undergraduate
student’s classes, and that pluses
and minuses be available for
grades A, B and C.
"The Narrative Evaluation
System has an honorable history,
but times have changed and a
new approach to grading is
required," the professors wrote.
UC-Santa Cruz students have
held demonstrations and spoken
at public meetings during the
past few months in opposition to
the grades.
Michael Kershnar, a sophomore community studies major
standing on a skateboard With his
red dreadlocks pulled back in a
handkerchief, held a sign
Wednesday saying "There is no
"A" in effort"
He said he’s against grades.
"I’m here to learn about learning. I’m not here to learn about
class rank or to try to work for a
letter."
He said narrative evaluations
tell him much more about, "effort,
progress, attendance, and participation."
While UC-Santa Cruz may be
moving toward grades, there is a
national movement under way to
put less emphasis on As and Fs.
"Grades can be limiting, and
not provide nearly enough information about what the student is
doing or thinking or how they are
progressing," said Karen Hartke
at the Cambridge, Mass.-based
Coalition for Authentic Reform in
Education on Wednesday.

Cam us Recreation weekly
al; I. 1.0, LiE
Adventures
Intro to Photo
Tue 2/29, 3/21 6.00-8:00p
The ABC’s of APS, PNS, and SLR. If you have no
idea what these terms mean, you definitely need to
sign up for this class. Bring your camera and learn
just what to do with that little red button.
Non-Students: $8
Students: $5
Deadline: 2/29

Point Reyes

eitness Incentive Program
.We have partnered with Nike and Nutrigrain to bring you our first ever Fitness Incentive
Program. You may compete as an individual or as part of a five -person team. Every time
you attend one of our classes during the week you will increase your score and be eligible
for a variety of gifts and prizes. Program rules and registration are available in the
AS Business Office.
Bonus Classes

Fri-Sun 3/3-5
5:00 M/W Jazzerstep is worth double points next week!
Elk, birds, spectacular tidepools and a whole
seperate tectonic plate. What more could you ask - Standings next week!
for in a weekend excursion? Be sure to read the
item list before pre-trip meeting. Trip departs Friday
evening.
Students: $65
Non-Students: $75
Deadline: 3/1

-4

Juke], Ntirkmiti
POSSTRAINING
&FITNESS

C

MOTIR.

Intramural boskettail Standings

Sea Kayaking
Sat 3/18
8:30a
This guided tour of the Monterey Bay will show you
all of its magical mysteries. Includes tour guide,
instruction, and safety gear. See trip info sheet for
map and item list.
Students: $45
Non -Students: $50
Deadline: 3/15

2

a.

0

0
IS
%Aunt Union Moe, Lend
in AS Sennett Otlice 830-530
for info coil /throng a.

10:00a
Indoor Rock Climb Sat 3/10
10:00a
Outdoor Rock Climb Sat 4/15
Come learn the basics of rock climbing at Planet
Granite! Day pass included. Done with the basics’?
Refine your techniques on the real rock of Castle
Rock State Park. California Expeditions owner
Josh Baruch leads this informative top-roping
clinic.
In:$30
Out:$40
Students:
Out:$50
Non -Students In -$40
Out:4/12
In: 3/7
Deadline:
Don’t Forget our ongoing Adventures!
Mon 2/15-4/28 6:00-7:30p
Fencing
Students: $20 Non-Students: $25
8:30-10:00p
Aikido
T/R 2/8-5/4
Students: $20 Non-Students: $25

40s.924.RIDE

NPHC Basketball
(Tuesday) W L Sms
1. A OI I 2 - 0 4.50
2. KA
1 - 1 5.00
1 - 1 4.00
2. AZ
4. AO
0- 1 5.00
0- 1 5.00
4. Al

Co- Roc Basketball
(Thursday)
W L
1. Non-Ballers 2 - 0
1 - 1
2. Yes
3 Hornets
0- 0
4. Mixed C. 0- 1
4. Washburn 0- 1

Sms
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00

IFC Basketball
(Wednesday) W L
1. ()X
2-0
1. AY
2-0
1 - 1
3. EWA
1 -1
3. IX
1 -1
3. EN
1 -1
3. ED
7. la
0-2
0- 2
7. AM

Men’s Basketball
w L
Sms
5.00
4.50
5.00
5.00
4.00
4.50
4.50
2.50

1. Bearcats 2 - 0
1. Speed Kills 2 - 0
1. Burger King 2 -0
1. Bulls
2-0
1. Da Kine
2-0
1. Juice
2-0
1. Ballerz
1 -0
8. Cool Guys 1 - 1
8. Associates 1 - 1
8. Hit Squad 1 - 1
8. Washburn 1 - 1
8. Boss Ballz 1 - 1
Men’s Soccer
8. Savage P. 1 - 1
W L Sms
(Thursday)
8 Spanans 1 - 1
1. Party Rec 1 -0 5.00
15. Club 550 0 - 1
1 - 0 500 15 . Gheno P 0 - 2
1. IN Effect
3. Team Lotto 1 - 1 5.00
15 . No Matter 0 - 2
a Club 550 1 - 1 2.50
15 . Kamikaze 0 - 2
15. R.I.P.
0-2
15. Unknowns0 -2
15. D.G.A.F. 0 - 2

Intramural Soccer Standings
NPHC Soccer
(Tuesday) W L Sms
1. K.\0 - 0 0 .00
1. AL
0 - 0. 0.00

IFC Soccer
(W(eidnesday)
1 x
W
21. AY
23. EH
1 3. EX
1 5. ATLI
05. K£
0-

L
0
0
1
1
1
2

Sms
5.00
5.00
5.00
4.00
5.00
2.00

Sins
5.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
4.00
3.50
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
4.00
3.50
5.00
5.00
5.00
5.00
4.50
4.00
4.00
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Who’s gonna take the weight?

Men

ANDS
fighting for position

"We gave them too many
points the last time," Barnes
said.
The 84 points the Spartans
In previous seasons, with a 47 record in the Western Athletic gave up against Hawai’i on Jan.
Conference, the San Jose State 29 was the most allowed all seamen’s basketball team would be son. Barnes said the Rainbows
either fighting for the last play- are excellent at executing their
off position or completely out of offense and like most Spartan
opponents, they also pose a
the postseason picture.
Nevertheless, with departure threat in the paint.
Saturday’s game against
of eight WAC schools from last
season to the new Mountain Hawai’i will be the last home
West Conference, the playoffs game for the Spartans this seanow include every team from top son.
The game will also be the last
to bottom, therefore the
Spartans are guaranteed a play- time seniors Ben Sanders, Eric
Griffin and R.J. Powell take the
off slot.
The concern now for SJSU in floor at the Event Center.
its next game at the Event
Center Saturday against the
University of Hawai’i is to gain Women say aloha
the highest spot possible, accordThe Spartan woin,b’s basketing to head coach Steve Barnes.
"This game against Hawai’i is ball team will be on the road
against
Hawai’i on Saturday. It
important because we are both
fighting for the same spot," he is the last road trip (lithe season
for the Spartans, who are.
said.
Although the 16-9 Rainbows attempting to break a 16-game
have a better record overall than losing streak and a 27-game
SJSU 13-13, and are one game WAC losing streak.
In their last meeting with
ahead of the Spartans in the
WAC at 5-7, with a victory, the Hawai’i at home on Jan. 29, the
Spartans would be tied with Spartans were defeated 73-57.
Hawai’i, for sixth place in the The Rainbow Wahine are entering Saturday’s contest on a two
conference.
A victory, however, will be not game losing streak. They are
be easy, since the Spartans were currently second place in the
defeated in overtime by the WAC with a 9-3 conferencv
Rainbows, 84-75, on the road record and 17-7 i,virali. Hnwaii
leads the (AT I"; I I ,ries 27-4.
earlier this seasmi.

Marcus R. Fuller

DAILY STAFF WRITER

ADD / ADHD
Adult Therapy Group & Parenting
Classes, Individual therapy. Call
’ye Soils, M.A., MFTI.
(408) 248-3874 (12)

Interested in Teaching?
Juniors and Seniors
Join SJUSD’s Career Ladder to Teaching
Paid tuition and books
Paid job working with students
Guaranteed teaching job

Diploma
and
Teaching
Credential

For information
Call Maria Alzugaray at 535-6101

,Seba,tian W idmann / Spartan Daily

Members of the San Jose State University women’s rugby team
Erica Elliot, Lupe Sucedo and Tera Parrett, from left, practice on
the scrum machine a scrum is eight players from each team
fighting the ball the machine is used to prepare the players for
scrummage. During scrummage the ball is open to either team, the

stronger team gets the ball. The rugby team is 2-0 this season,
scoring a total of 49 points. A team has yet to score against SJSU.
The next game is scr eduled for 11 a.m. Saturday at Blackford High
School against the Spartans’ biggest rival, Santa Clara University.
The recent rain promises a muddy game.

Check out more sports at www.spartandaily.org
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REFUND
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Register... Play 4 FREE
Sz- WIN REAL CASH!!!
V6

no drawings or milks!
in the game - Win I he Money!
Play with friends .k.r.
1.imik members

ki+1

I lung You’re Smart

make suit. you have 1UN!

www.hunting4treasure.con

IPO

EVERY HALF HOUR.

FRIDAY’S ALIVE! at Bay Meadows

$ MONT BE.

$1 BEERS (7-10pm),
$1 HOT DOGS & $1 SODAS,
$1 Admission for 30 yrs. and under

www.hrldock.cont/free
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DO YOUR 1040E1 TAX RETURN ONLINE FM

1 IVE SWING MUSIC FROM
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FIRST RACE 7 15pm
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CalTrain stops at our door!
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FREE 1 UR BLOCK

Introducing free online tax preparation from
H&R Block. Just grab your W-2’s and head
to hrblock.com/free. There, you can fill out
and electronically file your 1040EZ form
online. And get your tax refund fast. Best
of all, it costs nothing. Nada. Zero. Zip.
And its only at hrblock.com/free. What are
you waiting for?
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Athletic blood leads
to success for forward

Spartan forward Billy
Landram leads the men’s basketball team in scoring with 12.5
points per game. Landram is
also the Spartans most consistent threat from downtown, nailing 67 percent of his tries from
beyond the three-point arch.
The 1999-2000 season is
Landram’s first in a Spartan jersey after transferring from
Olympic College in Wash.
where he averaged 19.9 points
and 10.3 rebounds.

Saint-Jean, now Tariq AbdulWahad of the Denver Nuggets,
scored 35 against Wyoming in
Even before he set foot on the 1997.
San Jose State University camLandram also leads the team in
pus, it was clear Billy Landram three-point shooting percentage
was going to be a college athlete. and baskets made.
The only question was, which
With three games remaining in
sport would it be?
the regular season, Landram is
The 6-foot-5-inch forward from one three-pointer away from
Belfair, Wash, has five uncles that breaking the school record for
participated in intercollegiate ath- most three-point baskets in a sealetics, in sports ranging from base- son. His 62 three-point baskets
ball to track and field.
this season is currently second
"MI, grandmother had six boys behind former Spartan Michael
and one of them was my dad, so on Quinney.
Sundays they would all go down to
Although his jump shot is what
her house and start shooting (bas- everyone notices about Landram,
kets)," Landram said. "Me and my Spartan basketball coach Steve
cousin would try to get in and get Barnes said he has worked hard
any chance we could."
to improve his toughness and
That competitive environment defense.
helped both Billy and his cousin,
"He’s gotten tougher, and has
Jeremy, who are both now playing become a much better defender
photo by
Division I college basketball. His from the start of the season,"
cousin is a member of the Idaho Barnes said. .’He has always been
Aimee Santos /
men’s basketball team.
able to shoot the ball. Now he can
Special to the Daily
Landram, however, may not defend some of the better players
’ have been playing at SJSU if not in the league."
for an injury he suffered two years
Even with all of the accolades
earlier.
Landram has collected over the
In 23 games as a freshman at years, he still would rather have
Olympic Junior College in the success as a team, than as an indistate of Washington, Landram vidual.
averaged 21.6 points and 10.6
"You don’t get credit, no matter
rebounds per game. He was being how good you are, unless your
recruited by about 15 Division I team wins," Landram said. "If you
programs, until a stress fracture can win, then that’s how you will
in his right foot sidelined him for be remembered. Otherwise it
the remainder of the year.
doesn’t really matter."
During the ensuing summer,
Winning on the court is a big
only a few schools kept in contact priority for Landram, but the
1999-2000 Stats
with Landram, one of them being social science major is interested
SJSU.
in becoming an elementary school
We need your help to study
Games played: 26
"San Jose State was the school teacher.
Age: 21
an investigational MCciic:ntion for thtthat pursued me the hardest and I
"My father was a fifth -grade
Points per game: 12.5
Class: Junior
long-term management of asthma.
liked (former SJSU) Coach teacher, and I kind of grew up
Rebounds per game: 3.7
Johnson a lot," Landram said. "I around it," Landram said.
Height: 6-foot-5
wanted to sign before the season
Landram receives an abunThree-point percentage: 36.3
Weight: 182 pounds
Participants In The Study Must:
started, in case I got injured dance of support from his family
Three-pointers made: 62
again."
Home: Belfair, Wash
in Seattle, and his sister that lives
I Be 15 years of age or older.
The road to a Spartan uniform in Los Angeles.
s Experience asthma symptoms more than twice
was even more foggy for Landram,
His most memorable moment salesecgshirts.com
.1 week.
as his destination had a detour on so far this season was when his
the tennis courts.
s Use a bronchodilator (a drug that helps airways
family flew in to watch his first
APoo
While attending North Mason game as a Spartan on Nov. 20.
.1
in the lungs to expand) but still be experiencing
L
High School in Belfair with his
against San Francisco State.
rise
nmetwanl
symptoms.
father as the tannis coach
"My parents came down to
TeCelVe Cumpensanon for your Odle.
bs
sAnt
Landram was the No. 1 player on watch my first game. I started, so
/I
LAN
cake print en hoarre.’
his tennis team.
BAN
that was nice," Landram said.
are for a one Beafy-Ta
To learn more, call
Nees
cotton Rana
"I was real serious about tenWith another year wearing the
wtUta 1 induded
Kathleen Wallace Camino Medical Group
nis," Landram said. "I’d play on all Blue and Gold No. 11 jersey,
Tax not
00001
CENTURY GRAPHICS
of the summer tours."
Landram will likely add more408-7304298.
Despite all of the success on the memories on the Event Center
The Asthma Treatment Study
tennis court, during his sopho- floor to accompany those from his faxI40816167733
1V, erking 1,,..;erher T., Learn Mere Akar Svinprorn Conrrdi
more year in high school, early years at his grandmother’s
SUN NYVAL ,
ni E
AL
Landram lost interest in the sport house.
because of the death of his father.
"ossauwaseeisito.
It was at that point Landram
decided to drop his racket and
focus on basketball.
In the next two seasons at
North Mason, he earned first
team all-league and all-area honors in basketball, and he developed what would become a deadly
shooting touch from three-point
range.
"I picked it up because I was
career opportunities
tall and skinny and they would
for registered sal
put bigger guys on me," Landram
may& august 2000
said.
graduates & alumni
"A lot of players would never
come out and guard me, so I just
started shooting them."
Landram also credits his assistant coach at Olympia for getting
him to practice his shooting on a
consistent basis.
"I practiced shooting a lot during my first year ofjunior college,"
Landram said. "My assistant
coach, Craig Murray, and I use to
Internship,
Employer partner UM=
work out everyday he really got
CO-r4’ & sisnmer
rent-rem
me going."
oppertunMes for
Like a rocket, Landram blasted
al alau students
from Olympic right into San Jose,
making a major impact in his first
season with the Spartans.
The junior is leading the team
resumes and professional attire recommended
in scoring with 12.5 points per
game. Landram has scored in
double figures in 19 of 26 games
this season.
register on-line for more information:
check out future -options
At the Pearl Harbor Classic in
Hawai’i, where he was named to
www.careercenter.sjsu.edu
the all-tounament team, he scored
a season-best 33 points. The total
pcomion al ...en ond=ma
t6 C... C.« dr.. &mower
d1.3110. waiebh
hme...131........nodon
was the most scored by a Spartan
center
event
C.50244013 Inr raw.
player in a game since Olivier
Marcus R. Fuller
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Billy Landram - Forward
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Response
continued from page)
staff of the Spartan Daily ran a
disclaimer, stating the views
expressed in the ad were not
reflected by the paper and
explaining the process they went
:through in deciding to run the
advertisement.
In the same issue, the editorial
board of the Spartan Daily ran an
editorial explaining the paper’s
dedication to defending free
speech, whether or not people
agree with the ideas being
expressed.
Goldberg thinks the editorial
staff of the Spartan Daily were
"covering their bases" and
attempting to save face by running the editorial and the disclaimer.
She is among some Jewish students who may be hesitant to
make it known that they are
Jewish, because of Holocaust
deniers and people who will discriminate against them.
"I never publish that I am
Jewish because I don’t want to be
.hurt physically or attacked
’especially after the events in the
last six months, like the burning
of the synagogues," Goldberg said.
Fires caused more than $1 million in damage to three
’Sacramento area synagogues last
June: the Congregation B’nai
Israel, the Congregation Beth

Shalom and the Knesset lsreal
Torah Center.
"As a Jewish person, I am
offended by it the ad), but I am
also a journalist. I understand
that we should allow people free
speech," Goldberg added.
Josh Bakhshi, who is involved
with the Jewish Student UnionHillel, took the fact that the
Spartan Daily ran the ad as an
affront to the Jewish community
on campus.
"I was surprised to see the
Spartan Daily print it because we
(the Jewish Student Union) have
been on good relations with the
paper," Bakhshi said.
Bakhshi said the ad would
intimidate many Jewish students.
"That is what has hurt us the
most," he said. "We have been trying to reach out to Jewish students and get them involved in
activities."
He said the meeting between
the Spartan Daily and Hillel of
Silicon Valley on Feb. 16 was one
way of fixing the bridge between
the two groups.
"Hopefully, we will look back on
it and see it as a growing experience for the both of us," Bakhshi
said.
Other Jewish students said the
ad did not affect whether or not
they would tell people they are
Jewish.
"I have never met anyone who
thinks the Holocaust is a hoax, so
I wouldn’t be afraid to tell anyone
that I am Jewish," said Joel

"As a Jewish person, I am offended by
it (the ad), but I am also a journalist. I
understand that we should allow people
free speech."
Jennifer Goldberg
SJSU student

Turner, a senior radio, television
and film major.
Turner did not think it was a
good idea to run the ad, but he
said the disclaimer by the advertising department was "better
than nothing."
Turner was not alone in his
view.
"On the one hand, if you are
going to print the ad, printing the
disclaimer and the editorial is a
good way to go. But on the other
hand, if you really felt that way,
don’t print the ad," said Julie
Tardos, a Jewish SJSU student.
Tardos said there are other
ways people can set forth their
ideas, such as distributing fliers.
She didn’t think the Daily should
be the publication that gives a
voice to "someone who is lying."
Solomon Norman, a freshman,
disagrees.
He said that it was good that
the Daily ran the ad because it
made students think about the
Holocaust.

"He (Smith) had a valid point
that people should have an open
mind about the facts regarding
the Holocaust," Norman said. "It’s
good that there is a disclaimer,
because the ad is very misleading."
A computer engineering student, Philip Liu, also agreed with
the decision to run the ad.
"You can’t deny that the
Holocaust happened, and I can’t
believe that they could suggest
such a thing (that it didn’t happen). But they have the right to
say it," Liu said.
He said it was important to
know that there are Holocaust
deniers out there because the
whole idea about getting an education is to learn about other
viewpoints.
"We should always take a look
at the other side, because if we
don’t know his views, hovi, can we
prove him wrong in the first
place?" Liu said.
Monica Barnes, a senior music

major, wasn’t sure if the ad should
have been run.
"It bugs me that someone
would say that," Barnes said. "But
Smith is going to challenge the
readers to read up on the
Holocaust and draw their own
conclusions."
She said printing the disclaimer next to the ad was a good
idea, but she thought it should
have included more information.
The disclaimer said the content
of the ad "while troubling and
divisive, failed to meet the classic
definition of either ’false’ or ‘misleading.’"
"They need to explain the classic definition of ’false’ or ’misleading’ for us that don’t know,"
Barnes said.
The Holocaust denier’s ad itself
made her angry.
"He is using outdated sources
to back up his argument," she
said. "He is just trying to get a
reaction of any kind."
Barnes said the wording of the
ad was very sneaky and said she
saw Smith as a conniving individual.
She said she thought the
Spartan Daily should have done a
follow-up
story
thoroughly
researching and disproving his
claims.
Konstantin Kraz, vice president of the Jewish Student UnionHillel, agreed that the Daily
should have taken a stance
against the ad, instead of relying
on the First Amendment to defend

UPD

continued from pogel
is the amount officers are paid in
the department, according to
Laws.
"The economics of the area
prevent them from staying,"
Kearney said.
. The starting salary for a UPD
officer is $37,944 a year. An officer can make a maximum of
$52,284, according to a clerk in
thteS-JSU payroll offite%
"The entire university is faced
with this issue," Lowe said.
Accord tog to Lowe, 5.151.1
employees are paid by the state
of California, so the state does
not take into consideration the
teconomics of the area in which
the university is located.
"San Jose State University is
in the middle of a very affluent
area, the Silicon Valley," Lowe
said.
The UPD is taking measures
s,....
. to recruit future candidates for
’ the open positions according to
"! Lowe. Fliers have been sent to all
’ California State Universities. as
well as the University or
. Califiirniii schools.

,irAfrican
continued
from page)

t.:Kone also said she would like to
ti; see more interaction take place
....between racially diverse students
at SJSU.
When she attended SJSU, she
wasn’t involved in the different
events for racially and ethnically
diverse students because there
weren’t any activity in which she
could get involved.
Kone felt that the marketplace
would pave the way for students
to be more aware about the
African culture.
Students and staff, who were
browsing nearby, share Kone’s
sentiment as well.
"I think these events should be
advertised more," said Felicia
Johnson, who works in the department of elementary education.
Tikenya Alexander, who is
majoring in communications, said
the stands are great for showing
the African world and for raising
student awareness of the African
culture.
But for more effective interaction, Alexander said, students
- should attend events such as
African dances, poetry readings
and speaker functions.
Alexander was crowned Miss
Black and Gold 2000 Saturday, an
event the Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity organized.
.
As for the merchants, they said
they were pleased with their venture on campus.
"I’d like to thank students for
their patronage, and it’s been a
pleasure to be on campus," said
Sudan Rose who had African
goods for sale at her stand.
The marketplace will be held in
- the Student Union until Friday
and is open from 9 it m. to 5 p.m.

Say HeLLO.

Express an opiNion. Catch
up with friends. Pick
a figHt.
With FReE e-mail, online
photo albums, message
Boards.
Instant meSsaging, peisonal
weB-CaMs and more at
CollegeClub.com. Got SOmEThIng
to say? LOG on!

Collegeaub.com
it’s all U’"

No porcupines, living, dead or otherwise, were harmed in the creation of this advertisement

07000 CollgsClub corn

their decision to run it.
"It is disheartening, and a little
ironic, that such an organization
would use a university publication to disseminate misinformation," Kraz said, "but my hope is
that students’ reactions to the ad
will be to educate themselves
about the historical events of the
Holocaust, rather than to buy into
a supposed debate, as the ad
encouraged."
Bakhshi said the Daily should
have taken a stand against Smith
and "brought to light what he is
an anti-Semitic Nazi."
He added the controversy over
the ad is a serious issue and it
needs serious discussion, but the
Jewish community has other
issues they would rather deal
with.
Tardos agrees that all the letters and debate over the ad has
been excessive. Each time she
sees a letter to the editor slamming the paper for running the
ad, she said she thinks "all right,
it’s been said already."
Goldberg, however, was glad to
see all the responses in the Daily.
"They kind of unite us, and say
that we are not going to accept
this hatred," she said.
Goldberg went to Simon
Wiesenthal Center in Los Angeles
and heard all the stories, saw all
the pictures and read all the
newspaper articles about the
Holocaust.
"It makes you realize what is
important," she said.
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PHN: 408-924-3277
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor Is
there any guarantee implied. The
classified columns of the *Wm
Daly consist of paid arhertising
and offerings we not approved or
verified by the newspaper.

EMPLOYMENT
General

FAX: 408-924-3282

RESTAURANT OPENINGS
George’s Arena Grill curently
seeks to hire the following P/T
evening positions:
Host/ess $8.20/hr.
Bussers $7.16/hr.
Runners $8.07/hr+$25 p/shift
Servers $5.75/hr. + tips
If you are interested, please
contact Sean at 408/9995840.

F/T CASE MANAGER
Large S.J. nonprofit seeks case
manager to work with homeless
NEED 3 PEOPLE FUN & PM Time singles in our transitional housing
Flex hours. 18+. Like to won( with program. Knowledge of mental
teens. We train. South county. health issues, substance abuse,
Cal now. 408-779-9190.
and resource referral desired.
Salary DOE. Fax resume to
ACCOUNTS PAYABLE
294-1400 attn: Human Resources.
Immediate opening for FT (set
schedule can be flexible between RECEPTIONIST, PT. Phones, fight
firs: lam-6pm) position to process clerical work, 10 min from SJSU.
high volume AP, reconcile vendor Tuesday & Thurday. 9- 5:30. Cat
& bank statements. Desire: AP Heather 995.6425.
exper, data entry, 10 Key. some
college pref. Must have ability to STUDENT FOR Campus PR Work.
work in a fast paced environment
$8 per hour. Call Roger
& understand all aspects of acctg.
408451-9310
dept. Competitive salary & xInt
benefits pkg. EOE. Send resumes MARKETING INTERNS NEEDED
with salary requirements and ON -SITE Dental Care (OSDC),
position interest to COI, Attn: www.onsite-dental.com seeks
Acctg Dept. Fax: 408-371-7685 or outgoing students with good
E-mail: jandersonecdicdc.org.
conversationai skills. Must drive
to corporate worksites in Silicon
VALET PARKERS - Part-time, Valley and represent OSDC in a
evenings & weekends in Los professional manner. Growth
Gatos and Saratoga. Must be opportunities in a start-up company
neat in appearance with good and flexible days available. Hours
customer service skills. Must be 10am to 1:30pm. Duties: Market
able to dnve a 5 speed and have OSDC services to corporate
a valid CDL. Immediate opening & employees. Great pay. DOE. Email
flexible schedules available. Earn resumes to jrobeonsitedental.com
$10 to $15 per hour. Please call or fax 10 16501227-0300.
1-925-2101232. Golden Gate Valet
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS, Si AREA
SWIM INSTR & LIFEGUARDS Clerical, Technical, Full Time
wanted. Fun environment, close to Call Minh 408/942-8866 or email
SJSU. Indoor & outdoor pools. Rex resumes@hrproonline.com
hours. Central YMCA 298-1717x34.
SEEKING DATA ENTRY/ADMIN
SECURITY - ACUFACTS INC. Fast -paced, fun. e-publishing
NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY
business. Brian 241-7600x103
Great for Students! F/T or P/T. All or bschmitt@pdnnterleatcom
Shifts. Security Officers. Mobile
Patrol Officers. Top Pay With Many
WANTED 29 PEOPLE
to get ES PAID $$
Benefits! Call 408-286-5880 or
apply in person. 7am to 7pm. 7 days
to lose up to 30 lbs.
in the next 30 days.
a week. 5550 Meridian Ave. Si.
Natural. Guaranteed.
WANTED! PT & FT STAFF that
Call (408)793-5256
want to have fun working for the
YMCA w/school age children. Good WANTED DRIVERS, F/T, P/T
pay, flexible hours, good benefits. Monday through Friday. good
Call 408-257-7160 ext. 18.
schedules. Your vehicle with clean
DMV & acceptable insurance
LIFEGUARD positions available. coverage. If you like money.
South Valley Family YMCA, 5632 independence & being around
Santa Teresa Blvd. 408-228-9622. interesting people, tall Gold Rush
Express. 408-292-7300. or visit
NEED EXPERIENCE (and money?) us at 706 E. Gish Rd. San Jose.
Join a fast. fun & growing company Ask for JR or Frank Sr, or Randy.
as your campus representative. For "hustlers" the pay & benefits
Flexible hours, responsibilities and can be surprisingly good.
competitive pay. No experience.
Just personality needed. Visit
COLLEGE ACHIEVERS!
www.mybytes.com/StudentRep Nat’l. Mktg. Co. interviewing ambifor more information and to fill out tious individuals who are looking
an online application.
for a people-oriented career. Need
4 sharp people to help direct local
NOW HIRING Reid Attendants expansion. Business & Liberal
Campbell Recreation 408.866-2741 Arts Majors encouraged to apply.
Flexible. mostly weekends. $10/hr. Exceptional income potential. Call
408.260-8200 to be considered.
DRIVING INSTRUCTOR
We are looking for students to
EGG DONORS NEEDED! All races.
teach driving full/part time.
Ages 21-30. Compensation $5,000.
OPTIONS National Fertility Regjstry.
Will train. Must be 21. $10.00
1-800-886-9373
to start, Call 363-4182.
Wwilertilityoptions.com

RECEPTIONIST
CROCODILE CAFE
We are looking for a part-time
receptionist, mornings, weekends. HAVE A CROC OF FUN! At the
Crocodile Cafe in Valley Fair Mall.
Call 363-4182.
Come join our talented team of
hosts, food runners, bussers. and
GET PAID TO SURF THE WEB!
servers. We’re always accepting
U do it anyway - get paid 4 it
www.angelfire.com/ca5/webcash applications. Please apply in
person Monday -Thurday, 2- 5pm.
2855 Stevens Creek Blvd.
ATTENTION SPARTANS:
Valet Parldng Attendants Needed
Local valet company in search of $11100 WEEKLY POTENTIAL
mailing our circulars. Free
enthusiastic and hardworking
information. Call 202-452-5901.
individuals to work daytime and
evenings. PT/FT, weekdays and
weekends available. We will work
around school schedule. Lots of
fun & earn between $8 - $15/hour.
Call 14081867-7275.

NOW IS THE TIME for a new part
time job, or paid internship for the
new year. Flexible hours available.
Cat Chnsti, 360-1370.

FOOD SERVICE, ESPRESSO BAR,
HOST. FT & PT available. Busy
family style restaurant in S’vale.
All shifts avail. Flex hrs. $9.25 to
start. Call Wendy @ 733-9331..

ENTERTAINERS. Fun Science
programs. Need reliable car & PSYCHOLOGY & OTHER MOM:
e/Der. w/kids. Excellent pay! Will HOPE Rehabilitation Services.
train. Mad Science 408/262-5437 a non-profit agency which offers a
sanely of quality services for indi.CATERING P/T & ONCAU. STAFF viduals who have developmental
Service for breakfast. 6am.10am disabilities, has part & full time
at Hanford Hotel, N. First St. & employment opportunities.
If you are interested in living
Oncall for off-site catering. Panetta’s
with a developmentally disabled
Catenng. Call Patty, 559-7632.
individual in exchange for rent: or
CAMP TAKAJO, a boys camp and assisting someone during the
TRIPP LAKE CAMP, a gals camp. week with daily living skills such
Residential camps located in as grocery shopping ($10/hr) call
Southern Maine! Outstanding 8 Shannon at 408/282-0410.
If you would like information
week summer camps, exceptional
facilities, gorgeous locations. about the FT. benefited positions
Need qualified male and female of job coach and instructor (day
counselors for positions in land- activity, work activity or senior
sports, water activities, gymnastics. enter program) or PT substitute
horseback riding & much more! positions in various programs
Room & Board/Travel allowance. ($9/hr) call Valerie in HR at
Camp Takajo call 800-250-8252, 408/748-2890.
We have flexibility to work
ywn.v.camptakajo.com. For Tripp
Lake Camp, call 800-997-4347, around a student schedule for the
PT
work
& are located close to
ywaytnpplakecamp.com.
SJSU. FT positions come with
excellent benefits. This is a good
ATTENTION: SJSU STUDENTS
PART-TIME WORK w/flex hours
opportunity to get practical experience in the field & work with a
IDEAL FOR STUDENTS
great group of clients & staff. All
Internships possible
All majors may apply
majors welcome.
Scholarships awarded annually
CAPITOL FLEA MARKET now
Some conditions apply
hiring part-tide Minds & or Thurs.
Start at 13.25 base appt.
Flex hours. Advancement oppty.
Gain valuable experience in
Free movies. Apply in person
customer service and sales
3630 Hillcap Ave. San Jose,
No experience necessary
Endorsed by National
EGG DONORS NEEDED
Academic Advisory Board
Make a dream come true - be an
CALL 6154500 11am 4pm
egg donor. All Ethnicrtes Welcome.
yvvm.worirforstudents.com/sjsu
Ages 21-30. Excellent Health.
Generous Compensation.
SECURITY
Convenient SF Clinic.
ABCOM PRIVATE SECURITY
We will train you. Student Friendly. 16007342015 or pfpcepfmc.com
Pacific Fertility Parenting Center
F/T, P/T, Weekdays & Weekends.
Swing & Graveyard Shifts.
TELEMARKETING Part/Full-Time
Flexible Schedule.
40247-4827
Newspaper Subscnptions. Hourly
+ bonus. Weekend shifts avail. 5
blocks from SJSU. Near light rail.
For Part-Time and
Full -Time Positions, call
Media Promotions 408-494-0200.
HALLMARK PERSONNEL
LIFEGUARD & Swim instructors
Fast placement, no fees
Office jobs in local companies wanted. Fun Environment. Flexible
hours. No experience necessary.
Students/grads/career change
Close to SJSU. People skills a
Temp/Temp-to-Hire/Direct Hire
must. Monthly Lifeguard classes
San Jose to San Mateo
offered through June. Call Central
Phone: 16501 325-1133
YMCA (4081298471704 or visit
Fax: (650) 325-3639
www.hallmarkpersonnel.com 1717 The Alameda, San Jose.
DELUXE DRIVING SCHOOL
needs insturctors, part or full time
in car or classroom. Good Pay.
Company car. Over 18. HS Grad.
Moral character. 408.971-7557
SOCIAL SERVICES Part-time
(8-25hours/week) positions available with youth serving agency.
Opportunities include gang prevention specialist, after school coordinator (at-risk middle school). data
entry and admix support. Bilingual
Spanish a plus. Salary $8 $12 an
hour. Resume and cover letter to
Girl Scouts of Santa Clara County Dept. MM, 1310 S. Bascom Ave.,
San Jose, CA 95128 or E-mail:
personnel@girlscoutsofscc.org or
Fax (408)287-8025. AA/EOE

EMPLOYMENT
Childcare/Nanny
CHILD CARE - EARN EXTRA
working special events. Temp.
Flex hrs. $8.50/hr. Exp/ref req.
804942-9947.
LIVE-IN NANNY/HSKPR, Los
Gatos Home, Mon thru Fn 4 8pm.
some Sat/Sun. eves. Pirt room,
board, and phone. 402-0140 (h).
6534460(w/.
MOTHERS HELPER for 2 yr old
boy. $7/hr. W & Th 5:45-9:45pm
& every other Fri. 408-871-1508.

NANNY Si PT/Flex hrs. 1 child
age 16 mos. Exp/Refs/Own
THE OLD SPANETTI FACTORY
Now hiring for part time positions. Trans. Prefer student w/ECE
We offer:
credits. Call 408-225-9669.
Flexible schedules, day or evening,
with
environment
a great
excellent benefits.
EMPLOYMENT
NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED!!
We have as own training program!! Tutors
We are looking for neat. bright, &
enetwffic pecple in the lobo’ ng seas: BEH/ED TUTORS to work with
Food Server (21 or older please), children with Autism. Majors:
Hostess. Busser, & Kitchen Help. Psy, Soc. Child Dev. Sp Ed, Ed. No
Apply in person
experience required. Flexible hours.
2pm to 4pm. Monday thru Fnday Competitive pay. 4082195208
51. N. San Pedro, San Jose.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

SOCIAL SERVICES F/T & P/T
Entry level. Gain cop w/DD adults
M -F. 7-3. 51280-1600/mo. F/T,
Xlnt bene. P/T make your own
schedule. Call 800-680-1070
IT’S FREE!!
Are You a Surfer’?
Want Extra Cash???
Go Visit: www.clickdough.com
click on "How it works"
click on "The Money Machine"
Sign-up...
Referral is "vgordonr

EMPLOYMENT
Education/Schools
ONE WORLD Montessori School
is looking for an assistant to our
infant teacher. Must have 6 ECE
units. Full-time N -F, 8:30-5:30.
Contact Lisa 723-5140
WANT TO EARN EXTRA MONEY
& LOVE CHILDREN??
TOP PAY!
Immediate temp/perm
substitute positions as
TEACHERS or ASSISTANTS
at After School Programs,
Day Care Centers, Etc.
(408) 866-8550
TEACHERS/AIDES/LEADERS
Los Gatos-Saratoga Rec, Dept
Elementary School Age Recreation
prog. P/T hrs. 2-6pm, N-F. A few
positions avail approx 7am-11am.
Xtra salary. no ECE units req.
Call Janet 354-8700 x223.
SOUTHWEST YMCA is hiring
Preschool & School Age Asst.
Directors, Teachers and Aides.
PT & FT with excellent benefits
Call 370-1877 x 29.
INSTRUCTIONAL AIDES Spec. Ed
& Regular Class $8.60411.52 hr.
Saratoga School District.
Call 867-3424x504 for application
& information. Immediate Need,
EARLY CHILDHOOD TEACHERS
At Bright Horizons, we are seeking
talented and caring child care
professionals to join our growing
network of Family Centers. FT
opportunities with Infants Preschool. S/A & Subs. We
offer competitive salaries and an
excellent benefit package to
Include tuition reimbursement.
Join us in working with tomorrow’s
leaders at our-State of the art
facilities where children as well as
careers flourish. Call Toll Free
877-336-3596.
vninv.brighthorizons.com
CHILD DEVELOPMENT INC.
offers positions for:
Directors Assistant Directors
Teachers Teacher Aides
FT & PT opportunities available
working with infant/toddler,
preschool & school age children.
COI/CDC offers a competitive
salary. excellent benefits package
to FT & PT employees and an
enriching work environment. For
positions avail at our centers in:
San Jose, Sunnyvale, Los Altos,
Campbell, Saratoga, Cupertino,
Morgan Hill & Redwood City
call (4081371990) or
for resunds to (4081371-7685
e-mail: jandersonecdicdc.org
For more info about CDI/CDC &
qualifications, call our 24 Hour
Jobline 1-8811-9-CDICOC. EOE
TEACHERS INSTRUCTORS
P/T Instructors Elem, Schools.
Degree / Credential NOT Required.
Opportunity for teaching exp. Need
Car. VM: (408)287-4170 ext. 408.
EOE/ME
DAYCARE TEACHERS.
K-8 school seeks responsible
individuals for extended daycare.
P/T in the afternoon. No ECE units
required. Previous experience with
children preferred. Please call
244-1968s 16

ACTON DAY NURSERY/PRIMARY
HEALTH/BEAUTY
PLUS seeking Infant. Toddler, and
Ater:rod Toadies’s and Aides. F/T &
MEN & WOMEN
P/T positions available. Substitute
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
positions are also available that Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
offer flexible hours. ECE units are
or using chemicals. Let us
required for teacher positions but
permanently remove your
not required for Aide positions. unwanted hair. Back - Chest - Lip
Excellent opportunity for Child
- Bikini - Chin - Tummy etc.
Development majors. Please call Students & faculty receive 15%
Cathy for interview at 244-1968 or discount. First appt. 1/2 price if
fax resume to 248.7350.
rnade before 5/31/00.
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow,
TEACHERS, AIDES and SUBS 621 E. Campbell Ave. 017, Crnbl.
NEEDED’ Enjoy working with kids?
(408)379-3600.
Join the team at Small World
CONFIDENTIAL
Schools and get great experience
working with kids ages 5 12.
FREE BIRTH CONTROL
FOR WOMEN
SMALL WORLD SCHOOLS offers
competitive pay, benefits for FT.
Includes pregnancy testing.
HIV testing, pap smear testing,
excellent training, and a fun work
environment. F T and PT availemergency contraception,
able. Call 408/283-9200 ext. 21.
STD screening, physical exams,
birth control pills, DepoProvera
DIRECTORS, ASST. DIRECTORS,
shots, condoms, etc.
TEACHERS, & AIDES
ABSOLUTELY
Thinking about a career working
CONRDENRAL & FREE.
with children? The YMCA of Santa
Available 7 days a week by
Clara Valley is now hiring appointment. Ask for Dr. Nunez.
Preschool Teachers & After-School
408-942-0980
Recreation Leaders for our Child
Care Centers throughout San Jose,
Cupertino, Santa Clara. Los Gatos,
Saratoga, Campbell. Evergreen,
Milpitas & Benyessa. Full & partWRMNO HE IP:
Highest quality writing, editing.
time positions avail. Hours flexible
around school. Fun staff teams. ghostwriting. Essays. application
statements, reports, etc.
great experience in working with
Please call Dave Bolick,M.A. at
children, career advancement.
(51.0) 601-9554 or
and good training opportunities.
email bolIckOpacbell.net
Teachers requre minimum 6 units in
VISA/MasterCard accepted.
ECE. Educ. Rec, Psych, Soc. Phys
Ed &/or other related fields. Please
call Beth Profio at 408-291-8894 PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now
for information & locations or fax accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All
your resume to 408298-0143.
levels welcome: Beginning.
Intermediate or Advanced. Learn
any style: Jazz, Blues, Rock,
OPPORTUNMES
Fusion, Funk, Reggae. or Folk. Call
Bill at 408-298-6124.
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN!
Make $1,200 this week.
YOUR PERSONAUTY
Call 800891-0637 for details.
DETERMINES YOUR HAPPINESS.
Know why? Call for your free
personality test. The Scientology
INSURANCE
Testing Center 800-293-6463
AUTO INSURANCE
CAMPUS INSURANCE SERVICE
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
’Great Rates for Good Drivers"
’Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS:
"Good Students" ’Educators"
"Engineers" "Scientists’
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

SEIVICES

LOW COST AUTO INSURANCE
PNN INSURANCE AGENCY
Free Auto Registration
Instant S.R. Filing
Good Student Discount
International Drivers Welcome
No Driver Refused
Lowest Down Payment
Lowest Monthly Payment
As Low as $25 Monthly
email: pnransurtiPaol.com
Call Now 408-3714316
BEST RATES ON
AUTO INSURANCE
Free Phone Quotes
No Driver Refused
4x4’s
Accidents
Cancelled
Tickets
D.U.I.
S.R. Filing
Good Student Discount
Call us now
408-244-9100
8am 8pm Mon - Sat
ALL COVERAGE INSURANCE
hafgee@aol.com

408-924-3277
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Five
Days
$13

Please check
one classification:

Rate increases $2 for each additional hoe per ad.
Rate increases $2 for each additional day
EMCKAWKaJM
20 + consecutive issues receive 10% oft
40 + consecutive issues: receive 20% off.
50 + consecutive issues receive 25% off.
Local raw apply to Santa Clara County advertisers
and SJSU students. staff & faculty.
First fine in bold for no extra charge up to 25 spaces
Additional words may be set in bold type at a per ad
charge of $3 per word.

Address

Cars Siam

Zip cafe

Mono

Sendcheck or money order to: (No Credit Cards Accepted)
Spartan Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
SanJose,CA 95192-0149
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall. Room 209.
Deadline 10:00 am. two weekdays before publication
NAM ads are prepaid. U No refunds on canceled ads.
Rates for consecutive pubilcation dates only.
QUESTIONS? CALL (408)924-3277

Rental Housing
_Lost and Found"
Announcements
Shared Housing
_Campus Clubs
Real Estate
Services
_Greek Messages
HealtrvBeauty
_Events
Sports/Thrills
_Volunteers
Insurance
For Sale
_Entertainment
_Autos For Sale
_Travel
_Electronics
_Tutoring
_Wanted
Word Processing
_Employment
_Sdiolarshops
_Opportunities

SJSU STUDENT RATE: 25% OFF. Rate applies to private party ads only, no discount tor other persons or businesses.
Ads must be placed in person in DBH 209 from 10am to 3pm. STUDENT ID REQUIRED.
* Lost & Found ads are offered free as a service to the campus community.

mmammm
SJSU INTERNATIONAL HOUSE
One space available for
female resident!
Fun & friendly environment
5 Minute walk to campus
-Well-equipped Kitchen
"Computer & Study rooms
2 Pianos and Game rooms
Laundry facilities
"Parking
"For American & International
Students
Call 924-6570 or stop by for a
tour. 360 So. 11th St. (Between
San Carlos & San Salvador).

Intralg
LOOKING FOR A PLACE TO LIVE?
imirw.bousing101.net...
Your move off campus!

FOR SALE
CO/CDROM DUPUCATKIN 990 ea
Hi -Speed cassette copies $2 es.
100 VHS T30 $3 75ea, 2867033.,

ANNOUNCEMENTS
ATTRACTIVE, PARTY LOVING 20.
something already dating energetic
movie buff. How’d they meet? Turns
out she’s his friends cousin.
Sixdegrees showed them the
connections. www.sixdegrees.com
Golden West Student Dental Pim
Only $57.00 per year.
Save 30% - 60%
on your dental needs.
For info cat 1-800-6653225.

ROSS WORD

FOR NATIONAL / AGENCY RATES CA1.1,

Nam.

MMLBMMMM
PROFESSIONAL Word Preosseing
Theses, Term Papers, Resumes,
Group Prciects, etc.
All formats, specializing in APA.
Mido/mini tape transcription. F811.
Experienced, dependable,
quick retum.
Call Linda 408-264-4504.

Daily

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.

Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
Four
Three
One
Two
Days
Days
Day
Days
$11
3 lines
$9
$5
$7
Certain advertisements In
these columns may refer the
reader to specific telephone
for
numbers or addr
additional information.
Classified readers should be
reminded that, when making
these further contacts, they
should require complete
information before sending
money for goods or services.
In addition, readers should
carefully Westgate all firms
offerIng employment listings
orcoupons for discount
mations or merchandise.

TUTORS WANTED to help prepare
underachieving secondary students
for college. AVID program.
2-12 hr/wk, $7418/hr. Locations
in schools throughout county.
Contact Zach. 831/479-5317 or
aosephesantacruz.k12.ca.us

ACROSS
1 Two-footed
animal
6 Foul-up
11 Sharp projection
14 Martini garnish
15 Claw
16 Colorado Indian
17 Entreaties
18 Islamic princes
19 Put on
20 Arrived
22 Fish
24 Undergarments
28 Makes a pit stop
30 Sum
31 Compare
32 Assessed
33 Julia Roberts,
e.g.
37 Singer Yoko
38 Land measures
39 Turkish official
40 Silly one
43 Soul or
gospel 45 Spiral -horned
antelope
46 Scurry
47 Uproars
50 Passed along
51 Skips
52 Actor James Jonea
53 Air rifle ammo
54 November stone
57 Like a beaver?
62 Gold: Sp.
63 Rub out
64 Confidence
65 - Diego
66 Talks wildly
67 Perceive

1
2
3
4

DOWN
Hit: slang
Sick
Apple dessert
A Gabor

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

MORO
MMU MMMMM
MOOD MUM WHIM
MLIMMEI MOM MUWOM
MOO MFAMMINIM 0010IM
MOM
ODOM
MMOMWM MOOMO
UMMOOM MMUMOMO
MOOR
OMMO
OMM
MUMMA DEMO=
MIAMOO MCIMMEM
MEMO
MOOD
MOM MUMMA MUM
OUMMM MUM OMIOMM
MUMMIA QOM MOUNW
MUM] MORI 10IMIUMM
1999 Uneved Femurs Syndicate

5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
21
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
31

Go down
Flower parts
Dick or Jane
Ms. MacGraw
Pro
More risky
Court hotshot
Tarawa or
Bikini
Trait
carners
LL.D. holder
Convent
dwellers
Chocolate
substitute
Muscat
native
Whirlybird
blade
Initiate legal
proceedings
Become ready
to eat
- out uses
thriftily
Sensa ional

33
34
35
36
38
41
42
43
44
46
47
48
49
50
52
55
56
58
59
60
61

Glances over
Yummy
Spry
Hurried
Swift, graceful
horse
Mortgage
Brag
Stout -bodied
fish
Dos Passos
trilogy
That lady
Tramps
Shadow
Plains
browser
Levels
Direction
is that a yes
- no"
Kitchen
utensil
Exist
Six-shooter
Road curve
Map abbr

MEM AMA AMU
MEM AM= MU
MEM= HMO AMM
HAMM
AA=
OAAAMOM AAMMIIMM
WM= MEM
MINIM AMMEMMildd
WEINIM

dingammo mom

AMMIIM MIME
AdAMMIIM
MIME
MUM
AIM add= Adddd
id= MOM dMINIM
dEMINI
dME

1
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Cheerleaders!
Dancers! Models! Aerobic
Instructors! and Songleaders!

AUDITION.
Now!
Don’t Wait - Call

(408) 733-5657

The
Want You!
SA

CATAr

PICTURE YOURSELF ON THE HIGHEST PAID
CHEERLEADING SQUAD IN THE BAY AREA!

Don’t Wait Call Now!

(408) 733-5657
Audition Information*
Date: Sat., March 11, 2000 - 9:00 am and Sun., March 12, 2000
Location: Gym, 382 Portage Ave., Palo Alto, CA 94306
Requirements: To qualify, all women must be 18 years of age by March 11,
2000. Dance experience and 4x6 or 5x7 photo is required. (Photo allows
judges to ’put a face with the application. Photos will not be returned.)
Decision of judges will be final. For a complete audition packet, and any
additional information, please call the SaberKittens office. Note: Audition
Packets must be turned in by 3/8/00. No packets will be accepted after
3/11/00. Walk-in applicants will be accepted at the door, subject to time and
space limitations, but must meet all requirements.

FOR

Be part of the Hottest
Cheerleading Squad
in the Bay Area...
The San Jose
SaberKittens!
* Closed audition,
NO spectators allowed.

hi:w4I-ED_-_IWY f SEASON TICKETS: www.sanjosesabercats.com

2000

